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Movement of se-ree surface 
-material was cemparabletorates measured in mes t other 
,studies 'of this ,precess. Freezing and thawing of the_ 
intersti t,tal me,isturealse caused mast 'of this ·ty-pe of 
movement. Comparison af thes:e ra teswith thas'e of other 
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-of :measured precesses 0 
AIMS 
-
,CHAPTER 1 JN1:1ill12JJQT ION 
THE LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
CHRISTCHURCH, N,Z'l 
. Beginning with the comprehensive studies of Jackli (1957) 
and Rapp (1960a), an important emphasis in recent work on the 
development of slopes has been placed on the measurement of 
contemporary processes and the relation of these tp 'existing 
forms. This approach does not rule 'out the importance of past 
proces_ses but rather attempts to understand present processes, 
so that more light can be cast on past processes. Leopold, 
Wolman & Miller (1964, po7) have observed that the gap between 
our understanding of specific processes in microcosm and the 
ex.planation of major large-scale landforms is still wide(> This 
is certainly true of the South Island High Country for which the 
knowledge of the quantitative amounts of erosion caused by diff= 
erentprocesses is very limited. The causes of slow mass move= 
ment in this area area 0 not well understood. 
Consequently the main aims in this study of slow mass 
movement processes in the Chilton Valley are: 
(1) to measure the rates of slow mass movement processes 
in the South Island High Country and to compare these rates with 
those of other processes. 
(2) to investigate the causes of slow mass movement 
processes in this 'environment and to relate these find ings to 
theories concerning these processes. 
(3) to consider these processes in relation to specific 
landforms in the general context of slope development. 
Ideally~ a stUDY of erosional processes should include a,s 
'many processes as possible and should extend avera period whi,ch 
'a,llows ·the average rate to beaccurat·ely ·fixed. This studyis~ 
the.ref~re, somewhat limit-ed by -itsconcentrat'ion on one small 
group of proe·essesand by the short period of investigation. 
However, previauswerk on other groups of contemporary processes 
in. this area by Brundal1 (1966) and Soons(1966) may les'sen the 
firs·t of these limita tiens. 
PREVlOUS WORK 
Themostimportantinves·t:~gat·ions of mass movement are 
sUmmarized in Table 1. The majarity of these invest·igations. 
have ·been made within the ·last 20 y-ears. ,Many were carried out 
inarct:ie ·or sub-arctic areas , where there was an earlyemphas'is, 
since the effects 'of rapid movements are obvious and rates more 
~asi.ly -assessed. However~ studies of soil creep and scree move= 
ment have also been made under cenditions more similar to those 
of the present study. Theae-tion of freezing and thawing of 
soil mo.is·ture in causing creep and scree movement has been 
examined by Schmid (1955, in Young 1958)9 Gradwell (1957) and 
gaine ·(1963). In humid temperate regions 'soil creep (caused by 
I 
soil mois·ture changes) has been measured by Young (1958, 1960 
,and 1963) and Kirkby (1965). Similar 'studies have been made in 
semi-arid areas by Schumm (1956 and 1964)? Emmett (1965)~ and 
Leopold, Emmett & Myrick ( 1966). 
The amount of work done in this and relat'ed fields in the 
South Island High Count"ry is very limited • Zotov (1939) and 
Cumberland (1944, -p.68) discussed 3 in general terms~ the extent 
2 
Table. 1 
=.~ 
Author Study Area 
Arctic 'or sub-arc!;j.£ 
Williams ,( 1957) Norway 
Jahn (19'60) Spitsbergen 
Rapp (1960a) 
(1960b) 
'Washburn (1962) 
Everett -(1961) 
N •. Sweden 
Spitsbergen 
Alaska 
N.W. Alaska 
Temperate areas (upland)-
Fisher (1952) 
'Gradwell (1954) 
(1957) . 
(1960) 
Schmid (1955) 
Cass Bas'in 
Mo.lesworth . 
(S. 1.H. C.) 
Moles·worth 
( S • 1. H .:C) 
Fox's Peak 
(S .1.HoC.) 
Rhihe~Main 
~\ 
Caine (1963) Lake ·District 
Temperate areas ilowland) 
Young (1958) 
(1960) 
(1963) 
England 
England 
England 
Arid and semi=arid areas 
Schumm (1956) 
(1964) 
Emmett -( 1965) 
Leopold, Emmett~ 
& Myrick -.( 1966) 
S. Dakota 
W. Colorado 
U .. S.A. 
P.eriodof. . Process 
Study 
2 yrs 
8 yrs 
24 days 
2 yrs 
3 yrs 
8 mnths 
3~ yrs 
2 yrs 
4 yrs 
2~ yrs 
4 yrs 
5 yrs 
5 yrs 
Solifluct·ion 
Sol.1 wa sh and 
so·l if.luction 
All mass 
movements 
Rockfall and 
talus 'develop= 
ment 
'Solif luc·t:ion 
and soil creep 
-Solifluction 
and sOilcree.p 
Scree movement 
Soil frost 
actiop . 
Scree movement 
Soil frost 
ac·tion 
SOlil fr·ost 
action 
Soil creep and 
scree movement 
,by frost action 
Soil creep and 
soil wash 
Soil creep 
Soil cree.p 
Scil creep and 
slope wash 
Soil creep and 
slope wash 
Soil creep and 
slop-ewash 
Soil creep and 
slope wash 
3. 
and types of erosion in this area with particular reference to 
accelerated erosion. Gibbs & Raeside( 1944) mapped the severity. 
'of eros:ion and a1s'0 discussed the types of erosion on different 
soils 0 The ~only measurements 'of s'low mass movement processes in 
this :regiop. have been made by -Gradwe11 (1957), though Fisher'( 1952) 
has 'observed the movement of marked stones and suggested some 
causes ..No measurements of subsurface movement have been publish= 
ed. Important work has been carried out 'in related fields g 
.partlcular.lysincethe Tussock Grasslands 'Research Committee Report 
:( 1.954). ·Of relevance to the 'present enquiry are McArthur U s work 
on the :geomorphology of the -CassBasin (1964), GillinghamUsstudy 
"af infiltration at Porters 'Pass .( 1964), Brundall a sthes-ison the 
·debris -f 10wsaround Gass( 1966), and the· investiga tionoi .run=off 
in the Chil t·on Valley by -8eons( 1966). Most of the other work in 
'relat-ed fields has been summarized by Hayward (1967L 
DESCRIPTION OF THE AR~ 
The 'Chilt-on Valley wa schasen by J. N Q Rayner -a styp iea 1 
of the drier eastern .partsof the Southern Alps. The location 
of theChilt-on Valley is shown in Figure 1. The geology, soils ~ 
climate, and vegetat:ion of the Cass Basin haveheendescribed by 
McArthur (1964), whi-le ·the Chiltan Valley its:elf has been describ= 
ed by Soons & Rayner (In Pres s ) • A long period of rainfall 
records at the Biolog-ical Station (Figure 1), shows ·thatthe 
annual average is 52 inches. Temperature records have been kept 
for four years and show absolute ranges of 29°F to 93 0 F (=ZoC to 
34°C) in summer and 9°F to 58°F (-13°C to 14°0) in winter. Soils 
'are of the Kaikoura serlesand have been described along with 
Figure L Location of Study area. 
The main map shows the boundaryaf the 
Cass Bas'inwith the Chilc0n Va'lley shadedo 
The inset shows the location of the Cass 
Basin wi thin the S0uth L~ land High 
Country -(Gibbs & Raeside, 1944). 
1700 o 174 
MILES 
4 
'other greywacke-derived soils by McDenald (1961). 
The ,va.fleY"has 'a. considerable range .of s lopes and aspects 0 
Figure 2 shows the ·distribution of slopes within the valley while 
.Figure 3 summarizes the slopes in t'erms of orientation and inclin= 
ation., Thed iagram shows a pole facing south-wes ta tbetween 100 
and 200 (the valley bottom), and twa secondary maxima orienteq 
narth-west 'and south-east at higher angles (the valley sides). 
", . . 
.Mos'ts'lopes , especially those facing the north~wes'tare mantled 
by periglacial screesof unknown depth (Soons & Rayner, In Press). 
Vegetation is noticeably 'affected by aspect (Figure 4) • 
From the ·top of Sugarloaf to the, valley mouth the cover 'of the 
,north""'westfacing s lopes changes from extensive areas with little 
vegetation, to a large area of manuka (LeQtospermum scopariym) 
w~tha few scattered beech trees (Nothof,ggus solandri varo 
.cliffartioides), and randomly scattered :patches '.of bars scree ~ 
and,:finally to an ·area with cassinia (CassiQ:i:'§)Lfu~) and 
ma'tagouri(Discariatoumatou) and a ground cover 'of hard and 
silve'r tussock (~stuca novae=zelandi~and Poa ca~§..l2.j.tosa). 
The valley fleor is covered mainly by tussock but also has some 
cassinia and matagouri especially on old debris ,flows. The south 
and s'outh-sas·tfacingslapes are characterized by the presence 
of celmis:ia( Celmisia spectabilis). Tussoc·k and ma tagouri are 
alsapresent 'as are some ·other varieties of lew.E3 GFubparticularly 
rnaka (DracophylluI!Lunif lo.rum), snew tatara 
a.nd Hebe (Hebebu~ifolifE!). 
/ ; (P(6d iq1arpusr;.i va liE) 
-; 7 -- - -
r / ~
Figure 20 . Geomorphic map of the Chilt-on 
Valley. 
L Contours in feet 
2. Convex break of slope 
3. Convex cha,nge of slope 
4. Concave break of slope 
5. Concave change of slope 
60 Old mudf·low levee 
Source ~ Soons & Rayner, In pres s • 
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Figure 3. Orienta t:ion and inclina tion of 
Chilt-on Valley slopes • Construct-ed fram the 
orientation and inc:linatlon at fifty randomly 
chosen points. The arrow shows the 
direction of the axis of the valley. 
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Figure 4. Vegetation Map of the Chilton 
Valley. 
1. Tussock with low scrub 
2. Short tussock' with celmisia and low 
scrub 
3. Tussock with hebe and dracophyllum 
4. Cassinia and matagouri scrub with tussock 
5. Manuka scrub and bare earth 
6. Bare earth, scree, with occasional 
veg-etation 
Source~ Soons & Rayner? In press. 
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CHAPTER 2 MEl£IPP1L~NP MALERIA1§ 
In this study -there was a strong emphasis on field mea8ure~ 
mentasa source 'of data. The methodsus'ed to measure mass 
'.ffiavementand re la ted f ea tures, and thos:e used in 1a bora tory -and 
statis't-ical analysis are discussed in this chapter. 
METHODS 'OF DATA COLLECTIQN 
5 
Many different methods have been us'ed to collect information 
an slow mass movement ,processes. Some of these are discussed by 
'Selby .( 1966) ~ While successful methods of measutl'ing surface 
movement ( such as 'recording the 'position of marked stones with 
respect ,t'o a reference point) have been in uS'e ·foralmost 20 years, 
measurement he'lowthe surface st'ill pres'ents many problems~ Most 
of the :att-emptsto measure subsurface movement are ·summarized in 
Tab.le -2. 
The type of device used is governed by the needs of the 
s·tudy. If an overall rate of soil movement ~required, markers 
can be ·inserted and then traced at a much later date, but -if 
causes are being investigated by correlating short term variations 
in movement with cLimatic or other variations, then it is necess-
ary to make frequent recordings of subsurface movement without' 
disturbing the soiL 
be distinguished: 
On this basis two types of movement can 
(1) Long period measurement 
(2) Short period measurement. 
Long Period Measurement 
The following methods were emplayed in this study. 
Attempt..;.s ,to' Measu:r~ [ubsurfaceMovement 
Author 
. Sehort term changes 
Williams .( 1957 
?nd 1962) 
Kirkby «( 1967) 
Cass-idy -( In 
Kirkby 1965) 
Ever:e'tt( 1966) 
Measuring Device 
PVC tube with s·train 
gauges on probe~ 
Inclinameter -with 
l~n tube 
Linear motion 
transducers 
. Long term measurement.s 
Young (1960) 
Caine (1963) 
Scqumm (1964) 
Kirkby-( 1965) 
Cassidy (In 
Kirkby 1965) 
Emmett -( 1965) 
Young pit 
PVC tubing 
Bur-ied bead sand 
dowels 
Yaung pi·t 
PVC tubing with quick= 
setting cement 
Young pit with vertical 
pieces of aluml,nium for 
mark'era 
Processes 
Solif luct·ian 
Soil creep 
Soil creep and 
s'olifluction 
-Soil creep 
Soil creep 
Soil. creep 
Soil creep 
Soil cr.eep 
Young PitB. These have been described by Young (1960 and 1963)9 
Kirkby (1965) and Selby (1966). .In this study -the position of 
the markers in the side of the pit was -related to two reference 
points 'inthe bottom of the pit, near the ups lope and downslope 
edges (Figure 6), and the horizontal dis·t-ance af the markers 
frem a vert-ieal line above the bottam marke.r was als·omeasured. 
The 'markers used were six inch long nails. While very accurate 
ffiE;!asurements may ·be made by use of the Young Pit, thereisa 
possibility that s:oil disturbance may effect soil moisture con= 
6 
d iticmsand lateral movement, towards the replaced but: uncompacted 
soil, may occUr. Emmett (1965) also sugges·t-s ·thatsoil may mave 
around the type of markers used by Young and Kirkby and aliloin 
this study • 
PVC Tubing. TWG types of PVC tubing, with autside diameters 'of 
~ inchand ~ inch, were used. The·~ inch tubing was inserted in 
vertical auger holes. As the original :curvature of the tubing 
was :placed e'oncave upslope, any displacement downslop~·of the 
vertical could be considered to represent slope movement. The 
~ inch tubing was inserted by driving a hole with a ~ inch x %. 
inch bar 'of ste-el, threading the tube onto a length of No.8. 
gauge wire, insertingthLsin the hole and removing the wire. 
At the end of the 'period thep0sition of the tubeswastraced~ 
after carefully excavatipga hole alongside eaeh tube. 
Columns. ·of Stones 0 Columns of ffia,rked stones were inserted in 
aug'er holes near the sites of ~ inch PVC tubing. The main 
funetien of theseeolumns was ·to indicate any shearing of the 
surface layers which the PVC tubing might not have reflectedo 
Figure 5. Sketch af aT-bar 
1 . Spiri tlevel 
2. V--shaped brass holders 
3. 1 fI X ~H steel 
40 ~If X ~n steel 
5 • Mea surementnicks 
·6. Brass adjus'ting bolt. 
Figure 6. Gross-'sectien of a Young Pit 
1. Plumb line 
2.6" nails 
3. Referenc'e pins. 
2~' 
They were traced in the same way as the PVC tubing. Results 
given by this method were not considered as accurate as the ~ 
inch PVC tubing results since it could not be guaranteed that 
"the marked stones were placed in a vertical column. 
,T-Bars. These gave some indication of relative amounts of move-
me:t1.t but no quantitative results regarding the rates of soil 
creep were obtained. T-bars are discussed more fully in the next 
section • 
.§hortPeriod Measurement 
MarkeLStones. Measurement of surface movement was made by 
fecording the distance between the upslope edge of painted stones 
Cind a lilJ.e stretched between two reference points. These ref 
erence points were rods driven deeply into the ground. A check 
'on theirposi tion with respect to more stablepo~nts (such as a 
rod buried at the crest of a ridge or a mark on a large roc:k)~ 
which were assumed not to move, was.made at the beginning and 
end of the period. Because of the blocky surface the accuracy 
of the measurements was probably about + 5 mm (due to parallax 
-error) • 
T-Bars. This device was similar to that used by Kirkby (1965) 
and described by Chorley & Slaymaker. (1964)", ,.1'he instrument 
;,'. , 
is shown in Figure 5. To ensure that the level was placed in 
the same position for each measurement it was nicked so that it 
only fitted onto the V-shaped brass holders in the one position 
and so that it cquld face one direction only. Changes in the 
t:iltof the T-bar were then measured in the following ways :. the 
level was placed in position, the bubble centred by adjustment 
7 
of the brass bolt, and the d tance between the jaws ata marked 
point measured to 0.01 em with vernier calipers. Thediff·erence 
between thismeas~rement ·and the preceding one was ·then converted 
by trigonometry iI?to the change of tilt of the vertical.bar.· By 
these means an accuracy of .± 2 minutes was attained and this 
oft-enenabled movement over a period of 24 hours to 'be dis·carned. 
However, T=barswere also very susceptible to disturbance. Since 
sheep were sometimes observed within the valley ·itis likely that 
·they were responsible for disturbing the instruments. When a 
large mov-ement ·was .·measured and thought to be due to such distur~ 
·bance " it was ignored. T=bars were als·a found to bemoresuit'ed 
tafine cahesive soils than to sc;:ree slopes where it was often 
difficult to establish the instruments in a stable position. 
The T~bar results were expressed itl tarmsof' average· 
angular shear integrated over the length of the vertical baro 
To enable comparison of mavementin s 1 layers' of ~ifferent 
thickness'es, five diff·erent lengthsaf bar, 60~ 50, 35~ 25~ and 
20.cmowe~e used. Kirkby (1965) has shown that because the 
vertical bar is rigid, the bar shows ·onlyone~fi·fth of the 
actual magnitude 0f movement. Assuming that. this factor ·is 
constant, tilts f0rdifferent periods can still be compared and 
the use of the T-bar 'in investigating causes of soil movement is 
not invalidated. 
Inc 1 inQ...met·er. An attempt to measure the change in .positionof 
the .~ inch PVC tubing was made us:ingan inclinometer consisting 
of a weight'ed needle and a small brass :protractor calibrated at 
5° intervals. The needle could be locked by the cable release 
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. (on;;::wPf.i'ebmii·t?",wa·s\;."1~~clii !.·i;it1tOl~,;:tlte-;;}i~): .·,S:O:~i':JtW:f.t;;':-'tbe:.,{re:eo:r.tled 
...... i..ngr:~~\~~:'f;'a~;'· s,pee±fre(lt;· tlep'l~Jtl;"c:onl;d ,·be . 'read.-:on·, :r.enw~j;o;g~.\t!hiE.'!;,·· 
'. '. ·_ins;tt'well"$:;1:~·. ·:*~swz:etnen1zg.;:,we~.e}~~]nade..:~f'1l;~:;th~~;"OlZ':: •. fo~.~4:e:p:1:h:s;:.in 
• ·e&(±b/!tttbeh!,.':I;he .. ;acrcuracY.of·,the' inclinometi:.er'wasrat:h~·d~ulit"""· 
ful~ for although the position of the needle could be read to 
. . 
........ 0 ......• 
,±'2.;,th.ere .was noway of ascertain:Lngtha:tthis inc'linationwas 
ih the diree,ti,on·of maximum surface slope~Cons.equent1y .three 
.readings were .taken at each"depthand the mean value. used • These . 
reaqingscanonlybe considered accurate to ±'5°o Since 44 tubes, 
·ea¢h·inv61ving.:\:!hree orfour.readings.,wer.e used in the. enqul.+y, 
a great deal of time was used for doubtful returns o. 
Location of Sites· 
In establishing the sites at which measurement of mass 
movement was made, it wasrecogpised that a small area could 
,". . 
~ontain 'awide range of influences -on !sol.l·tnovemel1t:,.andthat its 
o.ccurreocemightbe locally quite variable" Consequently the 
.mainconsider:ations were the need for detailed informat·ion and, 
balanced against this, the need to represent different veget= 
ation, aspect, and slope conditions 0 With this in mind the 
four experimental areas shown in Figure· 7 were chosen o · . Sites l' 
and 2. were on the south"east facing slopes dominated by celmisia~ 
tussock, and low scrub, but while Site 1 contained isolated 
hummo.cks of tussock and celmisia (Plate 2), Site 2 was almost 
completely vegetated. (Plate 3) ~ Site 3 was a completely un= 
vegetated patch among the manuka on the north=west facing slopes 
(Plates 4 and 5). Site 4 was on the more gently sloping valley 
floor, with a vegetation cover of tussock and low scrub (Piate 6). 
Figure 7. Locat:ion ofsit'es 
·1. ~ inchPVCtu betra ced 
2. ~ inch PVC tube = removed by animals or birds 
3. ~ inch PVC tube -not relocated 
4. ·run.=off 'plot 
5. climate plot 
,6. rna in mass movements i te 
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Plate 2. Surface characteristics at Site 1. 
Plate 3. Site 2. Note the complete vegetation 
cover consisting of celmisi , tussock,. and some 
low scrub. 

Plate 4. 
Plate 5. 
Site 3. Instrumentation and surface 
character of part of the site. 
Site 3. The 'remainder. of the site. 

Plate 6. 
Plate 7. 
Site 4. The photograph shows the 
almost compl.ete cover o'f tussock, 
low scrub wtth Borne celmisia. 
Frost heave recordero 

All of these sites had ten T=bars(two of each length)~ eleven 
~ inch .PVC tubes, and two (S'ite 4) or three (Sites 1, 2 and 3) 
columns of stones. Marked stones on the surface were used at 
Sites 1 and 3 only since Sites 2 and 4 had fe·ws·tonesatthe 
surface. Young Pits were dug at Sites 2 and 4 only, because of 
the time taken to install them and because of the difficult 
'nature of the regolith at the other sites. 
To supplement the data from the four experimental sites 
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and in order t·o obtain more complete coverage, ~ inch PVC tubes 
were inserted at 30 randomly chosen points throughout the valley. 
These points were chosen by a method outlined Strahler (1956, 
,po.SS9) 0 The bordersofa map of part of the valley were divided 
into 100 equal parts and 30four=figure numbers taken from a 
table 'of randem numbers 0 The first two digits :gave the ny" co= 
ordinates .and the second two the "X" co~ordinates. The location 
'ofthese 'points is shown in Figure 70 
Da ta Go llect.!QnProgramme 
The field experiments began with the installation of the 
equipment on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of August, 1966. After 
a -period of a month to allow instruments -and markers to settle, 
rout·ine measurements were made a tfortnight'lyint'erva Is until 
June 28th.g 1967. During January -and May more frequent measure-
ments wer-emade. On June 28th and 29th, when routine measure= 
ments ceased, the'position of markers below the ground was traced 
and related to reference points. 
.C'limate Records 
~ 
Most of the climate records were obtained from themicro= 
climate station established by J .N. Rayner (Soons & Rayner, 
.In Press). The situation of the instrument hut, the central 
plot -and the two s'econdary plots is shawn in Figure 7. The hut 
'containsa Honeywell Brown 24pt. 2mv 2.~ second full scanpoten= 
·tiometric 'recorder which prints 'one cycle 'of .rea~ings every ].~ 
minutes • Soil thermistors at ·the three-plots are at -0 • .5, 2.0 
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and 15 cm below the surface with one at 40 cm be'low at the central 
plot. Also at the 'central platara thermistors at 3 m and 12 m 
above the graund, an Eppley 16 junction ,pyranometer (recording 
solar -radiation), a CSIROradiometer (measuring net radiat:ion) 
and three CSIRO flux .plates measuring heat flow "in the ·8:oi1. ,A 
Lambrecht rainfall gauge provides a continuous :record of ,rainfall 
at the central s'itewhile -there are also 'rain gauges the seven 
run=offplots(Figure 7) ~ fauraf which are near the four ma·in 
mass movement sites. Irregular records of wind run are kept at 
the Biological Field Stat~ion abauta mi from the central plot. 
,Other Measurements 
,Short :PeriodMeasurements. As well as the routine measurement 
'ofT",bars, marked stones, and PVC tubes, a number of other 
varia bles were measured a t the same time. The mois·ture content 
of soil samples taken from depths of 0=3 cm, 7.5-10 cm and 15-18 
Cffi; below the 'surface at each .site, was ·derived. These samples 
were brought to Christchurch in air-tight tins, weighed (in 
field condition), oven=dried for 24 hours at 105°C, le·ft 'for 2 
hours to come to equilibrium with atmospheric moisture~' and 
weighed again.. ,Mois,ture 'content was then express'ed as 'a per-
centage of the drywe·ight 'of the soil. Although this method 
, 
was :notac'curate as a measure of absalute maisture c0ntent, it 
was'considered mast satis,factory for comparative ,purpaseso 
From February 3rd, 1967 ~ an indicat'ion of changes ·in s'eil 
strength, at the surface, wasgained,froma iRSOILTEST" pocket 
-pe·netromet·er. The unconfined shear 'strength (inkg/cm2 ) of the 
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-:surface 'at each site was measured ten times and the 'mean of these 
re'adings 'Us:ed in ana lysis. 
From April 14th~ 1967 j records 'off-ros't heave at the central 
clima·te. 'plot were kept. The ,instrument used to measure he.ave 
c,ons:isted ef a thermograph with the coil replaced by 'linkage 
connect:ing the 'pen-arm to a 3 em disc 'resting on the ground sur= 
,face (Plate 7). Since the depth of ground freez,ing has 'not 
,been ebserved to 'extend mere than 10 em below ,the surface~ and 
s:incetheinstrument was 's:ecured t'o a concrete block which was 
,buried to a depth of 25 em into the ground, it was thought to be 
free from the effects of freat heave. A weeden cover was placed 
ever the 'recording 'unit to protect ,it from rain. 
. S:ite Characteristics. For the points where the t inch PVC tubes 
were locat'ed, the angle ·of s'lopeover a fifty foot segment of 
slope was measured with an Abney Level, and an es,timate of the 
'percent'age vege't'ation cover made. 
,More det'ailed analysis 'of sit'e characteristics 'was made for 
the four rna i-n s i t,es • The ang leof s lopewa s measured by the 
,same method as 'above, and the arientation of the .glope measured 
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with a prismatic compass. 
Vegetatian analysis was carried aut using a line transect 
acrasseach s'ite. Analysis af vegetation cover within a one 
square foot quadrat was made at ten evenly spaced pOints along 
the line. The-percentage cover for each species and theper:-
centage bare area wasestima ted at -each pOint -and the average of 
these taken to repres-ent the whole site. 
Soil samples of two to three kilograms were taken from three 
,points at 'each site and from three depths (0=10, 10-20 and 20~30 
cm) at each of these -points. At the same time the depth of the 
bedrock was recorded where -possible. To estimate bulk density 
-and organic matt-ercontent, an undisturbed sample 'was -taken by 
driving a 500 cm3 aluminium cylinder into the ground and then 
removing it with the sample. 
Ona scree s'lope abave Site 3 (and closely resembling 
Site 3 in aspec-t, slope, and regolith characteristics), the 
orientatlon and inclination of the long axes of fifty stones 
greater than 4 cm in length was recorded at -two paints. This 
scree was chosen since it was thought that stones at Site 3 
may have been disturbed during earlier work there. 
LABORATORY ANALYSIS 
Particle Size Analysis 
All samples were air-dried and spread and quartered on a 
plastic sheet. On-e kilogram waschos'en and oven-dried for dry 
sieve analysis, and for the twelve samples from 0-10 cm, 50-80 
gm was taken for hydrometer ana lysis, and a further 50-80 gm used 
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t-o determine the moisture content of the soil us-ad in the hydro= 
meter ana lysis since this could not be 'oven=dried. ,After drying 
and b~fore dry sieving large stones were brushed to removefineso 
Hydrometer analysis consisted of soaking the sample for 
·two hours, washing and remeving large f>'wnesand dispersing the 
rema'inder in Sodium Oxalate solut·ion. After the sample was dis= 
'PE9rsed it was agitated using a plunger ·in the settling jar, and 
hydroma'ter readings were taken at 3 minutes, 6 minutes 22 seconds, 
?S~ minut'es ~ 1 hour 42 __ ffiinutes ~ and 10 hours 30 minutes, and 
correc-tionswere made for variations in temperatureo These 
readings enabled the·percentage ef mat-erial smaller than 0003, 
0002, 0001, 00005 and 0.002 mm ta be computed 0 
The 'resut ts 'af dry sieving and hydrometer 'ana lysis were 
plot~t-ed cumula tivelyo Where hydrometer analysis 'was carried out 
·the 'cumulative curves from this :and dry 'sieving could be fitted 
together o In most cases thesefitt~d wellthoughsomet:imes the 
amount ef -mat-erial smaller than ·00·075 mm (the smallest sieve 
size) was less than the amount smalle:r than 0003 mm (given by 
hydrometer analysis) 0 The discrepancy was probably caused by 
et the·r the aggregation of clay part:icles ,in dry sieving, or the 
differences in the samples -used for. dry sieving and hydrometer 
ana lys'is 0 
Theperc~ntilesrequired for Folk Parameters (Folk, 1965) 
were read off the cumulative (b;:urvesand the Graphic Mean (M
z
), 
Inc.lus:ive Graphic Standard Deviat:ion (6 1), Inclusive Graphic 
Skewness ( SkI) and Graphic Kurtos-is (KG) derived (Appendix 1 L 
Theperc~ntage clay « 00002 mm) and HazenDs effec;t-ive siz,e (D10) 
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(Means &: Parcher, 1963, p.61) were derived from the hydrometer 
.analysis. 
,At:terberg Limit§. and Volume Chang~ 
Tneliquid, plastieand shrinkage limit,s were obtained for 
'one s:ample cfrom each site (Appendix I). The volume change of 
soil with moist·urecontent change and over a freeze-thaw cycle, 
was 'obt'ainecl by measuring (with vernier calipers) the dimensi-ons 
'of a pat of soil in a small beaker. For velumechange with soil 
1l10isturechanges'measurements of dimensions and weight 'weremade 
at -frequent:intervalsduring oven~dry'ing, and freezing and thaw~ 
'ing dimens'ionswere measured before and aft'er freezing in a 
'refrigera tor. 
Bulk Densij;y 
The bulk density of theundi.sturbed 'sampleswa,s :given by 
the 'weight 'of the dry :80i1 (in grammes) divided by the volume 
3 
,of the sample (in em ). 
, Org·anicCon~ 
This was 'also obtained from the undisturbed samples" The 
weight ,OJf mineral soil (after removal of roots and treatment 
with Hydrogen Peroxide) was subtracted from the weight of dry 
soil to give a measure of organic content. While this was not 
very accurate it was thought to be a reasonable comparative 
'measure. 
METHODS OF DATA ANALY~L§ 
.Statistical Analysis 
The most used methods of statist:ical analys·is 'were 
c'orrelation and regression analysis and analysis :of var·iance. 
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Gorrelacion and regresl?ion analysis was used Co establish a 
continuous 'record of soil moisture and to investig'a tethe c'auses 
6f slow mass movements. Most of this analysis :was ,done on the 
Univers:ity of GanterhuryV s IBM 1620. Analys,is 'of variancewa$ 
,the main method used to investigate the varia tiensbe'tween the 
'main sites. These methods are 'considered inmQrs detail in 
Append Lx 11. 
Some ef the basic ,a,ssumpt:ionsof this type of analysis 
'were at best only partially fulfilled in this study • Of 
fundamental importance tothes-e methods ,is normality of parent 
;po'pul,Eftions, but usually the sample 'size was too small tG 
detec't :any departures frem normality. In some cases 'was 
found that logarithmictransfermation gave closer 'approximation 
,to the 'normal i::1Lstribution. Analys,isof variance is considered 
by -]300\ (1953 ,po318) to be able to withstand moderate departures 
frem normality. 
Ano,ther prerequis:iteforsta t'istical analysis is :object'ive 
sampl:.ing 0 The f,our main sites were notches-en' with this ,i,n 
mind 9 but the sit:ing 'Of thet inch PVC tubing ,was cons:idered 
te he free of bias. Since data coll.ec,t-ion was made at regula'r 
'intervals it 'is unlikely that there was any bias in sampling 
overtime. Nostof the limitatiansinthe application of 
statist=ical analysis to this study st'emmed from problems of 
sarriplesize. 
Fabric Ana lys is 
The orientation and inclination measurements 'were plotted 
as :points on ~chmidt nets and contoured. Both two = and three= 
-dimens:ional vector ·analysis were applied (Appendix Ill) • 
Cail~euxv sparallei index (the'-perc-entage of particles within 
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45° of the slope d i.rection) and liS tric·t" parallel index (within 
30° -of the slope direction) were also derived fer 'cemparisen 
with ether ·werko 
, . 
) 
CHAPTER.1.. THEORY. OF=,SQIL_CREEP 
TYPES OF SOIL CREEP 
Soil creep is one of a wide range of mass. movement pro~ 
cesses that can bedis·tinguished according to the nature of 
shear, the characterist·ics of the material involved, and· the 
" ;< 
Hi 
speed of movement. Sharpe has defined the general t·erm Itcreeplf 
as the. Hslow downslope movement of superficial soil or rock 
debris, usuallyimperceptihle except to opservat·ions of long 
durationo" (Sharpe, 1960, p.21L Parizek & Woodruff (1957) 
nate that the term "creep" has suffered from oVer~use.They 
suggest that, because the mechanics involved in other mass 
movement processes are the same, soil creep. should be distin= 
guished by -its imperceptibility. While this is :important for 
a definition of soil creep, Terzaghi (1950) has shown that it 
is possible to distinguish different types of creep on the 
basis ·of the mechanisms involved 0 He suggested two types af 
soil creep; 
(1) Continuous creep 
(2) Seasonal creep. 
Contin;!d.9us ,Creep 
This movement occurs as the result of forces which operate 
in the same direction all the time. Flow occurs only on un= 
stable slopes, and takes place by sliding of particles over one 
another. The theory of this type of movement is fairly well 
known. Kirkby (1965) has shown that on a long straight slope 
at angle 9, made up of a cohesive clay (cohesion c) and with 
vert-ical thickness z, the following rates of movement occur at 
the surface~ 
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0 if z~ c/ g 
and 2 2 2 c2 sine .f) p g z if z> c/ ·_2 g 
2lJp g 
where fJ = density 
fJ = viscosity in the 
equation for a 
Bingham plas t·ic 
g = ac-cele'ra tion 
due to gravity. 
That ~s, this type of movement occurs only when the stresses 
exceed a certain value which is determined by the properties 
of the material. 
Seasonal Creep 
This type of movement occurs as a combination of the 
action of either 'cyclic or random f·orces~ and gravity. While 
continuous processes cause movement only where slopes are un= 
stable, seas'onalproce~ses, such as the expans'ion of soil with 
moisture changes, freezing and thawing of the soil moisture, 
and temperature changes, occur on all s·lopes. These forces, in 
combination with gravity, typically produce very small changes, 
and the associated rates of movement are so small as to be 
imperceptible. 
Dis'cus s ion 
It is considered likely that where there is no evidence 
of slope failure caused by continuous processes, any creep 
measured will be seasonal. As there is no evidence of contin= 
uous creep in the Chil.t:on.V~Jley. the soil creen here is 
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probably seasonal and is defined as the slaw downslope movement 
01: superficial soi.1 resulting from a combination of seasonal 
forces andth,e ac,t:ionof gravity. All mention of soil creep 
wh,ich follows 'refersta this 'type of movement unless etherwise 
THEORIES 'OF SOIL CREEP 
, Two,di1:fel:'ent approaches 'to the development of the theory 
'of .soil cree,p have been made : 
(1) The first attempts to describe the 'pro'cess,esoper= 
a ~~ng J th~ causes 'of moveme'nt) and to sugges't general laws of 
soilcr;eep. 
(2) The second att'emptst'o formulatema'thematical1-y -a 
theoryofcreep,either deductively (whereassumptians ar.e made 
about -the 'pr0cess'es opera tillg) ~ 0r induct:i ve ly -( where rea soning 
from bas:ic physics is applied ) ~ 
General Appro§,ches 
Mos'tof the approaches :of this type ared iscussed by 
Blong (19'66). The most significant contribution was :made by 
Bilbert (1909LHe stated that any force which disturbed the 
arrangement :ofparticles and thus :permitted motion among them, 
promot'ed flow orc-reep. As possible causes he suggest'ed expan= 
s ion and contract:ion of the soil due t'ofreezj,.ng and thawing, 
heating and c-eo1ing, and wetting and drying of the soil, while 
,he ,also recognised the importance of ather 'influences such as 
Lives t'ock, rainbea t, and the -growth and decay of ,plant matter. 
Sharpe (l~38) als-o considered the caus'es of s,oil cree.p but his 
. , 
main c(:)ptribution was :a collation of previous work. Other 
worke~rs ~uch as Schumm (1956b) and Young (1958) haveatternpt,ed 
to explain theaetion of ·processes causing soi,1 creep in part= 
·iculer areas but have added littlet'e Gilbert 9 s -eriginal 
s:ta temen to 
-M~thema,tica 1 Approaches 
Th~ ;art~y published works 'on the mathema tica Ifarmula·t~ion 
ei a theory of s-oil c:reep araby Davis:on (1889),/ Culling ._ 
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'Kirkby (1965L The 'mostimpertantdevelapment -in 
th.is -field has come since theintroductlon of the dynamic 
approach asa'basis for geemorphology (St:t:ahler~ 1952). 
Davison. By cGnsider-ing the -ffiavement af aline ·ofparticles 
'nermal to -the slope surface, Davison deduced the -profile of 
sail mevementscaused by freezing and thawing af the 8ail 
mais·ture o He shewed tha texpans-ion during freezing aeeurred 
narma 1 t'athe surface ~ while 'contraetian, affected bytheco= 
hes'ion of sOi.lparticles 'and by gravity, occurred in a line 
.between the vertical and n0rmal tathe surfae·e. With the assump-
·ttons 'that the displacement .of a partlcle wasprepo.rtional to 
i-ts distance from the surface, and that ,part·ie.les descended 
vertically during the thaw (there.t.:Jy ignoring the cahesian facter), 
Davison demonstrated that fer 'a single freeze-thaw cycle, a line 
of .part:ic·leswould remain in a straight 'line but ·tilted down-
slope ·(Figure 8). Since over a .per-ied of time, there would be 
numerousfrest'sof differing intensities , the ·resulting magni-
tudes -of eumulat:iveexpansion and contraction would decrease 
logarithmically with depth. Integrat:ingthe resulting profile 
Figure 8. The :effec,t of soil freezing aC'Qording 
to Davi£Qn (1888) 
AB - ground surface 
,CD - depth of freezing 
QPR - lineer ,partic'les before freezing 
Q1P1R = line of particles after thaw. 
Figure 9 • Vel.ocity profiles 'of soil movement 
according to different 'theories 
of soil creep 
A. Kirkb.y( 1965) 
B. Davison (1888) and Culling (1963). 
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normal to 'the slope gives a 
s~ope (Figure 9) . 
curve with its 'concavity 'd0wn~ 
. Culling~ Th.e<1ynamic'approach mentioned above .·hasintroduced 
thepos'sibilityof deve'tO-pinga theory of sail creep on a 
'rat:iohal basis, involving a descript:ian ofprocess'esin Newtau= 
i~n t'erms fallawed by reas'oning bas'ed relatiansamong fa.rees, 
mationsand stat-es. However, a complet'ely ·i.nduct·iveapp:roach .is 
st;i.ll not possible because, of the lack .ofknowledge ef the 
'processes involved • : Culling, therefor-e, assumed an ideal sail 
cover 'af similar si~ed, regularly shaped particles in which 
beundary ~ffectscould' bene'glee·ted • The random movements of 
individualpar·ticlescaus~ed by molecular and~ gravitational 
stresses were then considered in terms ~of ·f.reque.ncyfunct·ions, 
ano the.resultantdevelopment the model defined on a prab= 
ability bas:is .He shawed that twa fac·torsinfluence the 
prababilityof ffiEjvement -in response to stress ; on the ·ane hand; 
gravity eX'ert'S a downward influence tending to cf;luse'compact:ion 
af the soil, while 'on the -other hand, the variation in packing 
densi tywhich ·result-sfrom this s'hauld lead ta a slow upwa'rd 
diffusion afpart'iclesfrom high density areas ta low dens:ity 
-ones. These two influences will reaeh a steady state in which 
the volume of pore space decreases 'exponentially with deptho 
Since the . movement of particles in respons:e to molecular 's·t:ress~ 
·esean onlY-occur where suffic,ient ,pore space eX'ists te allow 
it, moveme'ntals0 decreases exponentially 'with depth.. The 
tang'ential'component of gravity -introduces bias :sothatthe 
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mos·t likely movement (where it can Gc'CUr) downslope 1 giving 
a velocity profile which is concave downslope (Figure 9). 
As molecu forcesimpart:ing random mot:ion, Culling 
invoked thermal expansion and potential effects, surf·ace tension 
and capillary forces , cohesive and absorptive tendencies , 
chemica I, e lec·trica L, and magnet·i.c 'phenomena and theexpans ion 
af freezing waterinthei'nt'erstices of the soL'-. • Because 'of 
t'heres'traint 'of the available pore spa c,e, the number 'of d is-
placements was considered to be 'small in relation to the number 
of times the forces operated. 
,Kj.rkbX'( Whileeulli-ng :dealt with a C'omplete range of mechanisms 
and made assumptions regarding the nature 'of thesoi1 cover, 
Kirkby considered the movement of a single'particle ,avera 
cycle ,of expansion ,and contraction. By investigating the 
,forces act'ing he derived a ra t-e of shear and by 'i-ntegra tion the 
, tota 1 horizan ta 1 movemen t • This 'analysis showed that~ 
(lb creep rat'ewas -roughly proport'ional t-othe sine of 
, ' 
the slope angle 9 
(2) ,depth below the surface was an important factor -in 
amounts :af creep atsrna11 depths 9 
(3) the fo,rm of the velocity ilewasdifferent from 
that derived by Davison and Culling since the maximum rate of 
shear -occurred ata point below the surface and decreased to 
zero at the surface and a with greater depth (Figure 9L 
Kirkby also extended this general theory of soil creep to a 
theory of soil creep caused by soil moisture changes. The 
theory ,is well suited to thisadaption since moisture changes 
are effective to greater depths than are other changes such as 
heating and cooling and freezing and thawing ... 
Dis-cyssic:m.· It is 'apparent that Davisona.stheory deawith 
a single s having special fects (noted by both Gulling 
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and Kirkby), al1d therefore canno·tbecons·id ered a general model. 
Culling and Kirkby, however, seek :tG explain more complex 
process·es ·and their. success depends mainly un -their ·initial 
assumptions. CullingOs theory is particularly handicapped by 
-the failure to t:ake boundary canditionsintooGnsiderat-ian. 
The 'main weaknes·sin Kirkby' ° s argument is ·the -.implici t -as sump= 
·t:ion that .aLl s'tress.esoaus'e 'movement. These basic .ass-umpt:ions 
are ·also ·par·tlyreveale·d in . the differing vel(;)c'ity profiles 
(Figure 9). I.n Culling ° stheorythe overruling f.eature iathe 
need. for 'available 'pore space before movement canoe'cur 'and 
the 'maximum shear theref'ore oC'curswhere the pore space is 
great·es·t , at the Tn Kirkby V stheerythe weight ~f 
soil above a certain is .~ more imperta.nt considerat:ion 
in the rat-esof shear, and since all stresses are capable .of 
causing movement, the rate of shear decreases to zero ·at the 
surface (because of the deoreasing weight 'of s:oil abo've) and 
als:owith depth (bec·ause.of the decreasing magnitude of cyclic 
ferces)o 
Furtherc-omparison of the velocity profiles given by 
two theeries isunwis·e since no indicatla·n of the vertical 
s·cale ·is given by either Gul1.ingor Kirkbyo :i8 ,possible. 
that the inflexion in Kirkby~s velocity profile '.occurs very 
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near the surface and the erenc·e between thatwo profi 
is much .less than that indicated by Figure 9. Although 
Cu11ingVsprofi1e seems more akin to what has been found, this 
,may only reflect that most 'observations af soil creep refer to 
that .caused by freezing and thawing of the soil moisture. 
Gulling I sthe'ory seems ·t·o. hold more promise for further 
development .providing the assumptions regarding soil charact~r= 
i~t:!.cs and boundary effectsc-an be relaxed • To develop a more 
<?amplete theory from considerat·ion of the movement of one 
·part.icle over one cycle would be much more difficult. 
C;A.USESOF SOIL CREEP 
Many different causes of soil c-reep have been suggest'ed ~ 
and mast of these have been listed by Sharpe (1938) (Table 3). 
In the Chilton Valley many of these caUses probably have some 
effect, and evidence ·for some of these, for example ice needles 
(Plate 8), and animal scratchings (Plate 9)~ was abs'erved. 
On both theoretical and empirical grounds it seems that 
"seasonal" forces associated with climatic variations are moso 
important in causing soil creep. The main f-orces are thought 
to be heating and cooling, freezing and thawing, and wett.ing 
and drying of the so The relative importance of these 
forces can be estimated by calculating the gross annual expan= 
'sion, and this provides a working hypothesis fOr further work. 
Kirkby (1965) showed that gross annual expansion, 1, could be 
derived from the formula; 
1'..!121e -3 
.Q"aus,es 'of Soil Creep ... _ 
A. Direct 1:'Iownslope movement due to : 
1. Wedging and prying by: 
a . Grawth of plants 
b. Expansion of mantling vegetable 'mat:ter aw·ing 
large ly to we tting 
c. Swaying of trees and bushes in wind 
d.Expansion of wat-erfreezing in joints or cracks 
e. Hydros't'Btic :pressureaf water ,in j'aints or 'cracks 
f. Expans:ion of soil due 'to heating: diurnal" 
annual, irregular . 
g • .Expansion of soil due ,to wetting, including 
swellLng'ofcelloidal matter 
h. Animals, including man 
2. Filling and clase, largely -from the uphill side, 
of cavit:ies, c,racks, or depressions ,caused by: 
a.Burrowingor excavat:ing animals including man 
b" Decay of -plant roots and other Grganic-matter 
c. Gullying o.r undercut.t:ing -by "s-treamsand rainwash 
d •. Remova 1 of 8'0 lublef.rac:tionsof rocks 'or minerals 
·e"Removal o-f fine grades of mat·erial by s:lope "wash 
and rills 
f. S lipping away of. ·portion of slape 
g. Shrinkag'e of so.il due ta ~ 
( 1) Dessic'ation 
(2) Coali.ng 
3. Removal of products of weathering 
4. Increase of load 
ao ·Permanent~ caus,ad by 'addition of mat-erial up 
slope ,by lands.lide, mudflow, building of alluvial 
fans 'etc. 
b. Temporary, caused by: 
(1) 
(2) 
Rainfall,' snowfall, snow or ice 
avalanche 
Walking or 'animals, including man 
5. Disturbance of equilibrium by earthquakes, winds 
or 'animals, inc:luding man 
B. Indirect downslope movement 'caused by: 
1 0 Fro s t heaving 
2. Expansion due ·to heating. 
Plate 8~ Ice needles. Note the soil on top 
of the tee need les p 
Plat'e 9.. Hare scratchings. The lens cap is 
5 em i-n diameter. 
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1 == n.ll.V. where n ::::; number of cycles per year 
.. : 
.. f· 
U ::::: coefficient of expansion 
V ::::: rang-e of the variable in an 
aver-age cycle. 
The 'gross annual expansion caused by freezing and thawing, 
heating and cooling ~ and wetting and drying of the soil is shown 
in Table 4. 
The gross annual expansiop caused by -tempera ture changes 
and by -fre·ezi.ng and thawinsr~"are similar too these derived by 
-KirkbY'(1965) but he calculated a value -of 32% for moist-ure 
changes 0 Despit-ethis Kirkby decided that -soil moisture changes 
were af much greater importance than freezing and thawing of 
t;:hesoi.l ~ However he 'also showed tha tthemaximum depth of 
freezing was only '2.5 em and the mean depth ·probably -half of 
this'~.. In the Chilton Valley a depth of freezing' of 10 cm has 
, been· observed. If the average depth to which moisture changes 
and freezing and thawing are incorpora t-ed in the calculations , 
a va'lue -of 20 cm--tak-en for moisture changes and lcm and 4 cm 
. for-freezing and thawing in . the Deugh Basin and the Chilton· 
Valley respectively, the -grossex.pansian of the top 20 em af 
soil i-n the Chilton Va-l.~ley is 9 0 5% due to moisture changes 
and 20.4% due t·o freezi.ng and thawing. For the Deugh Basin 
the values ·are 5. 1 % caused by freezing and thawing and 32% 
caus:ed bymoi-sture 'changes 0 
Thisanlays-i-s ;pr-ovidesthe hypothes i8tha tthe ,m0's·t 
iJ:Ilportantcause of soil ereep in theChilten Valley 'is:the 
f-reezingand thawing of seil moisture. This hypothe.sis is 
Cause 
mais'ture 
changes 
t't§!mpera ture 
dianges 
freezing 
,and 
thawing 
Table 4 
Amaunts af Grass Annual Ex.'Qansion 
Caeffic,ient 
'of ex pans ion 
.02%/1% 
0,001 "/%C 
2%/freeze 
Number 'af 
cyc~les /year 
28 
365 
50 1 
Change ever 
an averag'e 
cycle 
17% 
12°C 
1 freeze 
1 recorded at :0. 5 cm be low the surface. 
Gross 
annual 
expansion 
9.5% 
4.3% 
102.,0% 
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examined in 'the following chaptero 
..;;;.C;;:.;;;HA;;.;,;;P;;..T;;;..;E;;.;;;R~4~,;;;;..F.,;;;.I;;;;;;EL;;;:;.;D~M,;;.;;;E;;;.;;;A,§JlREMENTS , OF ,[91 L ,9.].EEP 
In this chapter the two primary concerns are to 
discuss the rat"es of soil creep and thecetuses of creep in 
the ,Chilton Va.lley. The analysis of creep rates "inclUdes 
i 
an attempt to demonstrate some controls of creep and to 
calcula-teen average rate" of creep for "the valley. The ,i·n= 
vestig"at"ion ofoaus'es "consis,tsof an examina tion "of the 
'eflectsof freezing and thawing of soil moisture and chang~s 
'ofsoLL mois,ture content, on soil movement. Before consid 
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ering the results of the soi~ measurements, however, the nature 
,of the "sites at which the experiments were conducted will. be 
examined in det-aiL 1 
SITE CHARACTERISTICS 
Most "of the results "of theinvest-igation of site 
character-is"tics are presented in tabular form. The aspect, 
and slope of the four sites are shown in Table 5, while the 
reBultaf the vegetation surveys are shown in Table 6 • 
. Regoli th characteristics are summarized in Ta bles 7, 8 and 9, 
and ppesented in more detail in Appendix IV. The slope angle 
and pereentage vegetat"ion cover for the points where t inch 
1 _ Most of the data presented in this thesis has been 
subjected to some analysis. The raw data on which this was 
based is contained in a separate volume, "Basic data from a 
study of mass moVements in the Chilton Valley", lodged in 
the,University of Canterbury Library. This includes measure= 
ments ofT..,.bar movement, scree particle movement, fabric 
measurements, soil mois'ture and penetrometer records, daily 
~ainfall and radiation data, and freeze-thaw cycles recorded. 
Jsble 5 
.As'Rect and. Slop!t.·of the Main Sites 
Site 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Vegetation 
Site Celmisia 
1 13.5 
2 43.8 
3 
4 4.0 
• As.pect 
(degrees) 
'121 
, 143 
300 
205 
·Table6 
Characillistics 'of 
Slope 
·(degrees) 
27 
34 
27 
16 
the 'Main Site 
% of Tot'al Area 
Cassinia Tussock Cyath= Moss Manuka 
odes Spa 
9.0 23.5 
21.7 7 ~5 25.5 1..0 
6.5 34.,0 4.0 28.5 
--
. """'77" 
Bare 
54.0 
0.5 
100.0 
19.0 
Site 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Site 
1 
2 
3 
4 
$ummary of.Particle Size Parameters 
MZ(~.) I( (6) Sk,I K G 
__ ---=-'Itr? 
-
~ 
0.40 to =,4.4 1.5 to 3.2 =.07 to -.55 0.74 to 3~43 
103 to -1.7 2.5 to 3.4 =.05 to 0.21 0 0 69 te 0 • .87 
'2.6 to =402 105 to 4 • .0 =~'Ol to -.78 ~€) .. 6 7 ,to 2,,28 
1.1 to 0.2 '2.6 to 3.4 .04 to =.42 L03 to 1. 38 
... ry=ey""'- """"A'rr'i'===-= . 
T~ble .8 
Other Particl~ Size Parameters 
D10(mm) Clay content % sample % 2 mm 
0095 1.,0 4.5 
0.3 0.8 106 
0.,03 3.8 9.4 
0.03 4.1 5.6 
J 
Site 
1 
2 
3 
4 
""'F"F"' 
Depth to 
bedrock 
.( cm) 
40 
90 
? 
150 
Table 9 
--""'I"" 
, Atterberg Limits {%) 
Liquid Plastic Shrink~ 
age 
-
52 47.3 18 
86 77.3 24 
33 21.8 16 
64 4605 18 
Pla-s't.., 
'icity 
Index 
4.7 
807 
1] .2 
17.,0 
Bulk 
Densi§Y 
gm/cm 
.72 
067 
.68 
.6 
-PVC tubes were measured are ·shown in Table 10Q 
RATES OF SOIL CRE!,P_ 
The long period measurero.ents of soil creep were some-
what.confusing since different me-thods gave contradictory 
results. 
-Young Pits 
For batt]. _Young Pits 'the' cnangein pos-ition of the 
markers was too small to be measured • 
-i-_ inch PVC Tubing '_ 
Ina lmosta 11 cases no dow1';1hill. movement of the tubing 
could be -detected and in many cases it retained its original 
curvature. .Several of the tubes had a slight accumula tion 
of rna teria 1 behind them as :shown in l? la te 10. 
T ... Bars 
Table 11 shows thetilt:s ·thataccurred over the whole 
-period • The expect,eo rela tlon between the amount of move= 
ment measured and the length of T-bar was not borne out by 
:the results, thollgh -there seemed to be a greater varia tian 
pf tot-a 1 movements :recorded by the ~horter T- bars • This 
variability was, however, charact;eristicof all the T-bar 
"results. At 'Sites 1 and 3 there was a definite downslope 
component measllred but 'Sites 2 and 4 had sma l;Ler m0vements, 
both uphill and downhilL 
Columns. of Stones 
The 'results 'of the tracings -of the columns -of stones 
are shown in Figure 10~ Only -one column was traced at Bite 
29 
Table 10 
,Vegetatian Cover and Slo,pe of Secondary Sites 
Tube Number 
1 
'5 
6 
9 
11 
13 
·14 
16 
18 
22 
25 
26 
28 
30 
Ve$etation 
(%) 
20 
0 
90 
90 
100 
100 
30 
60 
100 
100 
0 
0 
40 
80 
AngLeaf Slope 
(degrees) 
29 
20 
35 
12 
29 
14 
30 
18 
30 
25 
29 
28 
34 
30 
. Site 
T..;bar 
65 
65 
50 
50 
35 
35 
·25 
25 
20 
20 
T-bar 
1 
Tabl§! 11 
Total T-bar Tilts 
, 1'" 
2 3 
lengths (em) 
+54 +27 +83 
+1 +1 +101 
+54 '1"33 +142 
-36 -220 .... 15 
+187 ... 25 +544 
+12 . .0 +465 
.+30 ... 23 +73 
+101 +61 +28 
+977 +48 +484 
+32 .. 5 +271 
j., 
tilt: measured in minutes: 
4 
+23 
, 
... 3 
-54 
.... 15 
+10 
... 29 
+34 
-1 
+53 
+26 
+ve ... downslope 
-va ... upslope 
Plate 10. ~ inch PVC tube. Not"e the slight 
acc;::umulation of material behind the 
tube. 
Plate 11. ~ inch PVC tube. Photograph taken 
just before tracin& at the end of 
the "per iod r 

Figure 10. Movement of columns of stones o 
Crosses mark the final position of the 
marked stones. 
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4s:ince the <other one wasacc;:i.dently disturbed before it was 
located • 
. t inch PVC Tubing .. < 
The ,f·ina·l traces of the PVC tubes are shown in Figure 
11. Pl~ t:e 1 J shows 'one 'of these tubes. Of the 30 tubes 
9.riginallyinserted only 14 Were traced~ This 'high rate of 
loss (53%) was due to removal of the tubes ,( probably by 
birds) and to the .factthata small perc'entage ( 7%) could 
not be 'relocated. 
,Discuss ion 
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The results :of d:i,.fferent attempts to measure soil creep 
warrants discussion, which may sugges't reasons for ·the var-
'iationsbetwe'en the'reaults. It 'is 'reasonable to assume that' 
·the ~ inch PVC tubing had arouch greater "anchoring" effect 
on the soil around it than the Jz; inch tubing. This :problem 
was 'increased by tnefact that ,movement occurred mainly 'i<n 
a .sha·llow surface layer, as :shown by the columns of stones. 
The<reason for ·the lack of movement recorded by the Young 
Pit:sisnot so clear. Emmett (1965) has demonstrated that 
the type of markers used by Young, Kirkby and in this study, 
probably do notrefl.ect theac;:tuaL mQvementtakingplace. 
Also the two Young Pits were located at sites where .compara-
,tively small amounts <{:If movement were indicated byT-bars; 
that is, the bias introduced in choos·ing sites far location 
of the YoungPit'spro1;>ably affected the results. In contrast 
to this the Jz;inch PVCtqbesweremuch more ·likelyto move 
with the soil, and were located randomly. 
Figure 11. Movement -of ~ inch PVC tubes. 
The diagram. shows the final posi t:ion of 
the ·fourteen tubes traced. 
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ANALYSIS OF CREEP RAT~S 
-Varia t-ion Betwee~ S i t-es 
The causes of varia tions 'between 8i tes can only 
be tiyeJy -sugges-ted beCB 4E?eof t:he great varial?ility 
-in s:ite -character-is-tics and amounts of movement recorded 
within s'ites. Since an extremely smat'l sample 'of only four 
-siteshasbee·n us-ed, s-tatist;:ical analysis of between sam.ple 
v~~iation has only limited us'e. Such analysis -is made even 
more difficult by the great variation experienced at each 
s:ite. 
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_An analysis of variance on the T ... bar results from aU. 
s:itesshowed that Site 3wassignificant-ty different from 
Si·tes 2 and 4, but-that all otners:it-es were not significant'ly 
-different :(Table 12). Columns of stones were not used very 
much in this 'analys.isbecause of the doubtful accuracy and 
small number at each site. 
The 'variation in the slopes of the four sites was not 
-sutfic-ient -to bring out any trend although theoretically 
. -there should have ·been a relation between movement and the 
sine of the ang le 'of slope. Aspect a ls-o appeared to be of 
1 i tt-leimportance. 
The amount of vegetat-ion, however, seems to have a very 
important effect on the amount of soil movement. The average 
T-bar movement of the four 'sites was correlated with the 
percentage bare area and a correlation coefficient of 0.97 
(significant 'at the 0.05 l.evel) resulted. No s'ignificant 
relationships with any particular species could be discerned. 
Table 12 
.Ana 1Y8·i8 ofJariance - Tota 1 Ti 1 ts 
Sites d.f. Between ·Within. F Signif-
mean square mean square 'icance 
('Yo) 
1-2 1/18 '95766.5 45499.7 2.1047 NS 
1-3 1/18 2915.6 68095 .. 0 0.0428 NS 
1-4 1/18 131847.3 45482.3 2.8989 NS 
2-3 1/18 230614.7 22194 •. 2 10.3908 99,,99 
2-4 1/18 '12.8 1030.1 0 • .0124 NS 
3 .. 4 1/18 227258.4 22167.8 10.2517 99.99 
RegoLi.-th characteris,ti~s were treated in some detail 
but ,it was 'often difficult to es-t:;ablish diffe:rences, between 
!?ites o Tables 13, 14 and 15 show the results 'of analyses 
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'of variance on the mean size, skewness and kurtosis values 
for'l:?Bmplesfrom all sites. (Sorting values ,were uniformly 
poor L Where differences (in the other Fo,lkParameters used) 
could be discerned , they could not be related t'o any varia-
t:ions in movement. Though it might be expected that smaller 
-grain s'izesanda gx;eat'erpercentage of fines would be more 
conducive to soil c'reep (as suggested by Young 1958), 
differences 'in mean size and skewness were too small to 
indicate 'such an effect. Although there we're differences in 
kurt'os'is be'tween s'amples at all depthsfram Sltes2and 4, 
the differences we're more due ,to the uniformity of values 
'withi-n sites ,than to large differenoes in the ,kurtosis values. 
Analysis showed that there was no significant difference in 
the silt-clay content of samples from all sites. Although 
there were differences in effective size between some sites 
(Table 16), these could no1;: be directly 'linked with movement. 
Other regolith features showed little or no relation-
ships 'with the amounts of movement recorded at the four sites. 
While there was a considerable range of soil' consistency as 
shown ontheCas'agrande chart (Figure 12), these variations 
w,ere ap,parently not associated with differences :in amounts of 
movement. The ,averages of penetrometer measurements were 
similar 'for all sites. Thes'e measurements were plotted 
Table 13 
. 
Site d .. fo Between Within F Signif-
mean square mean square ieanee 
~ - . - - - . ('Yo) 
0-10 e~ 
1-2 1/4 0.7141 0.4407 1.6206 NS 
1 .. 3 1/4 6.·027 4.035 1.716'8 NS 
1-4 1/4 11 .. 0432· 0.4963 6.434 9'3.·0 
2-3 1/4 3.19'3 3.7844 0.8437 NS 
2-4 1/4 6.146'8 0.2456 25 •. 0012 99.3 
,,' ;"\ 
3-4 1/4 0.4777 3 • .8310 0 • .1244 NS 
10-20 em 
1 .. 2· 1/4 17.9920 1.5233 11..8114 97.5 
1-3 1/4 0.6208 3.2487 0.1911 NS 
1.4 1/4 17.5104 1.5162 11.5488 97.5 
2-3 1/4 11.9286 1.9488 6 • .1212 94.0 
2-4 1/4 0.0033 0.2162 0.0151 NS 
3-4 1/4 11,5371 1..9417 5.9419 NS 
1-2. 1/3 6.5333 4.2226 1.5472 NS 
1-3 1/3 '3.4544 '4.596 0.7516 NS 
1-4 1/3 9 •. 2519 3 • .8478 2.4045 NS 
2-3 1/4 24 . .3614 0.9496 25.6562 99.3 
2-4 1/4 0.2948 '0.3883 0.7592 NS 
3-4 1/4 30.0161 0.·6684 44 .. 9053 99.5 
--
-~ ........ 
!able 14 
.Analysis of Variance .' Inclus'ive Gr~phic Skewne.§;§., =1" _ 
Site d •. f. Between Within F Signif-
mean square mean square icance (%) 
-
, .0-10 cm 
1-2 1/4 0 .. 0468 0.0018 2.5537 NS 
1-3 1/4 0.0001 .0 • .0231 .o.,00~6 NS 
1-4 1/4 0.,0794 0 • .0206 '3.8463 NS 
2-3 1/4 0.0433 0 • .0384 1.128 NS 
2 ... 4 1/4 0.0043 0.0359 0.1186 NS 
3-4 1/4 0.·0748 0.,0407 1~8367 NS 
1.0-20 £m 
1-2 1/4 0.3902 0.0212 18.4053 NS 
1-3 1/4 0.04 0 • .0672 .0.5958 NS 
1-4 1/4 .0.1176 0 • .0125 9.4.08 97.5 
2-3 1/4 .0.1803 0.,0-828 2.1778 NS 
2-4 1/4 0.,0794 0.0281 2.8233 NS 
3-4 1/4 0 •. 0204 '0.0766 0.2667 NS 
20,.,,30 
.£!D 
1-2 1/3 0.0464 0.,039 1. H~94 NS 
1-3 1/3 0.1673 0 •. 0444 3.7652 NS 
1-4 1/3 0.0163 0.0422 0.3974 NS 
2-3 1/4 0.4874 .0.0.05 97.8614 99.9 
2 .. 4 1/4 '0.,0(:)96 0 •. 0545 0.1763 NS 
3-4 1/4 0.3602 .0.0073 40.1337 99.6 
Table 1.2-
. . ~ . . " , 
Ana;lysis :of Variance ... Graphic;.., Kurtos'is 
. '-~ 
, Site d.f. Between Within F Signif-
mean square mean square icance 
(%) 
0-10 em 
1-2 1/4 0.375 0.0908 4.1322 NS 
1-3 1/4 0.·0451 0.2226 0.2024 NS 
1-4 1/4 0 • .0504 0 • .0943 '0.5349 NS 
2-3 1/4 0.16'01 0.1403 1,,1412 NS 
2 .. 4 1/4 0.1504 0.0119 12.6297 97.5 
3-4 1/4 0.,0002 0 • .146'3 0 •. 001 NS 
.10 .. 20 em 
1-2 1/4 1.·0168 0.,388 2.6204 NS 
1.,.3 1/4 0.4538 0.861 0,,527 NS 
1-4 1/4 0.3553 0.395 0 ... 8995 NS 
2-3 1/4 0.1121 0.229 0.4893 NS 
2-4, 1/4 0 • .1 7 0.013 13 0 J188 97.5 
3-4 1/4 0.006 0.449 0 .. 0124 NS 
20-30 em 
1 ... 2 1/3 1 •. 9406 1.,2104 1.6033 NS 
1-3 1/3 0.6483 1.3053 0 .. 4967 NS 
1-4 1/3 0.8036 1.22·05 0.6584 NS 
" 2-3 '. '1/4 0.432 0 •. 0777" 5.5594 90",0 
2-4 1/4 0.3083 0.0141 21.,816 99.0 
3 .. 4 1/4 0.0104 0.·0853 0.1221 NS 
Table 16 
..,., 
Amflysis 'of Variance: Effective Size 
, i 
Sites eLf. Between Within F Signif-
mean squ~re mean square ieanee 
('Yo) 
-....- n 
1-2 1/4 0.0704 0.,057 1..2414 'NS 
1=3 1/4 0.1412 0.0554 2.5477 NS 
'1·".4 1/4 0.1405 0.0555 2.5329 NS 
2-3 1/4 0.,0122 0.,0013 9~6825 96.0 
2-4 1/4 0.012 0.0013 9.,3515 96.0 
3=4 1/4 0.0000 0.,00004 0.000 NS 
Figure 12. Consist'eney of soil from the four 
main si-tes. 
a. Inorganic 'Clays 'of low plasticity 
b. Cohesionless soils 
·c. Inorganic silts of medium compressibility 
and organic 'c'lays" 
d. Inorganic 'clays 'of .med;"um .plas tic'i ty 
·e. Inorganic 'clays 'of high plasticity 
.f. InorgaI1i.c ·si.ltsof high compressibility 
and organic clays. 
Figure 13. Frequency distribution of slop(;:ls. 
This :refers to a portion of the valley sampled 
f·or t inch PVC tube loea tions • 
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against the S'urfacemoisture contents measured at the ,same 
time and the correlation and regression coefficients obtained 
are shown in Table 17. The Tegression equations 'for Sites 
1, 2 and 4 were similar but for Site 3 a greater range of 
shear s'trength was associated with changes ·in moisture content. 
This 'suggE?sted a slight tendency forgreateramoun\=s 'of rneve .. 
me'n~ to occur . whex;e there were larger 'changesinseil strength 
asso9ia'tE?d with mois ture changes q 
, .' 
:19 is'ell s s ion. Theres\J.ltsof this :part of the anlaysisare 
at best 'tentative. The most signiiicantinfluenceon the 
amount of seil creep appears to he the amount of bare area. 
Apart ,from this no ot-hersinglefactor has an important, con~ 
Bis'tent 'effect on the data under cons:i,deration. 
Creep Rates in the Chilton Valley 
I 
Because of the failure of the Young Pit'S and the t inch 
PVC tubing to ,indicate any movement thea'tt'empts to esta'btish 
an average rat'eof soil creep relied on the t inch PVCi;::ube 
,results. This seriously limits the value of comparisons 
'with the 'results obtained by Young (1960 and 1963) and Kirkby 
(1965), who used only Young Pits. However some comparisons 
·are possible, especially with theresultsootained by Caine 
(1963) who used similar methods to those of this study. 
Analysis. The velocity profiles given by the PVC tubes were 
analysed in different ways~ To compute volumetric creep, 
the area between the surface, the assumed initial position 
of thetuoeand the final position, was measured in square 
Table 17 
Relation Between Soil Strength and Moisture Content 
ZE'"""'tp' • *. ' "f"'="F' 
Site r a b 
1 -0.6587* 2 • .35.06 ... 0 • .032 
2 ~(). 7332* 3 '1641 -0.0405 
3 -0.7437* 3.8625 -0.1056 
4 
-0.7713* 3.8625 -0.·0619 
-
r- correlation coefficient 
* - s~gnificant at ~.01 
Valueso{ a and b for the equat'ion Y ::;: a + bX 
2 Y ::: unconfined soil strength (kg/em) 
X ::;: surface moisturecont;:ent (%) 
N ::;: sample size 
N 
27 
25 
27 
25 
cent'imetres. 'l:'hevolumetriccreep over iii 1 em section of 
theeontrour was 'sivenby this -value in cm3 /em. ,Measure~ 
111EN'lt's 'of the amounts, 'of creep at the su~facewere.als·o made 
'tgenableeompar,isen with ether studieswhe're this 'was the 
'only mea'su:remen t rna de • The results 'of these computatiens 
. 'are 'shown ,in Table 1.8. 
The form of the veloc'ity profile ,in all cas'es where 
'movement occurred indic,ated that the ·rate of shear 'increas'ed 
to ma'x1.tnum a't the 'surface as 'l;'equi:redby the theories of 
Davison and Culling. Noindicatiemof a dec·rease ,in the 
'rate af she~r:t'Owards ·thesurface was seen. 
While 'the 'origi·nal 30 tubes were pos'itioned randomly 
the ,fact ,that only 14 could be us'edin the' ana~l's:is makes 
·the 'results' o.f extra,potation very doubtf,uL ' However, an 
att'empt tederive a meani·ngful es·tima;te 6f soil creep has 
,been ,pursued" 
, -3' 
The'mea,n of all the measured rates was 3.29 em Icm. 
,Assuming a constant rate for the whale year ·theannual rate 
,'was :gtve,nas 3 .. 95 cm3/cml1r~ The :i,n'fluenceof somecontrois 
of so i 1 creep wa s 'ana lysed, anC! ,a 1 though there wa s '8 grea t 
amount of v~rlability ,in the ,data somerela tionshipewere 
obtained.. The ,most 'im'portant 'factor affecting the 'movement 
'af the lz;. i-nch ,PVC, tubing was 'shown to be ,the angle of s:lope .. 
, Schumm (1964) hasdemoni:rtrated a c'los:ecorrel.,tion between 
the angle 'of slope and the lo'garithm ef marke,r movement, 
described by the 'equat:ion: 
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Table 18 
Volumetric and Surface Movement of }; inch PVC Tub§t§. 
Tube Number Volumetric Movement Surface Movement 
cm3/cm cm 
1 0.0 0.0 
5 1. 61 0.5 
6 4.84 0075 
9 1.29 0.7 
11 2.64 2.05 
13 4.13 1.2 
14 2.84 1.95 
16 2.51 1.55 
18 2Q35 1.2 
22 000 0.0 
25 3.74 1.9 
26 8.77 2.65 
28 7.74 3.4 
30 3.93 1.1 
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10g10Y = 0.017X - 1.36 • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 1) 
where: X = angle of slope in % 
Y = marker movement in feet. 
For the same data Kirkby (1964) suggested a best fit line: 
• • • • • G • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • (2) 
where: 9 = angle of slope in degrees. 
Kirkby's equation, besides giving a good fit, also gave the 
rate of movement as zero for level ground, which was desirable 
from a theoretical viewpoint.. For the Chilton Valley data the 
best fit line was: 
Y = 11.5856 sin2g + 0.9513 •.••••••• (3) 
where: Y = creep rate in cm3/cm. 
g angle of slope in degrees. 
The correlation coefficient for this relationship was only 
0.4171. For the best fit line through the origin 
Y = 13.32 sin2g •••••••••.•.•••••.••• (4) 
the correlation coefficient of 0.4168, was very little 
different. 
The amount of creep measured was also correlated with 
variations in vegetation cover and a weak negative relation 
revealed. The multiple correlation coefficient of the 
measured creep against the percentage vegetation cover and 
sin2g was 0.4606, so that only 21.46% of the variation of 
creep rates was explained by these variables. 
Using equation (4) in combination with the frequency 
of slopes within the sampled area, a more accurate measure 
of creep was derived. The distribution of slopes within the 
valley is shown in Figure 13. Thi.s distribution is markedly 
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bimodal and probably consists of two normal populations; the 
valley side slopes (which Strahler (1950) has shown to be 
normally distributed) and the valley bottom slopes. For the 
midpoint of each class the creep rate was derived and weighted 
according to frequency. Summation of these rates gave an 
average rate of 3.02 cm3 /cm for the ten month period which 
represents a rate of 3.62 cm3/cm/yr. 
For comparison with these figures the results obtained 
by Caine (1963) were converted to cm3/cm~ For a 19 0 slope 
the rate of soil movement in the Lake District varied 
between 17.7 and 32.6 cm3 /cm for an eight month period, while 
on sites of 150 movement ranged from 10.3 to 40.0 cm3 /cm. 
The corresponding rates for the Chilton Valley are 2.2 and 
1.7 cmtcm respectively. However, the Lake District sites 
were unvegetated. Even so the rates for unvegetated sites 
in the Chilton Valley (1.61, 8.77 and 7.74 cm3 /cm) were still 
considerably smaller. 
The only other results (to the author's knowledge) 
expressed as volumetric creep are those of Young (1960 and 
1963) and Kirkby (1965), but comparison with these results 
would not be valid since both Young and Kirkby used Young 
Pit with nails for markers. 
Most measurements of soil creep and similar processes 
have been presented in terms of the movement at the surface. 
The relation between the movement at the surface and the 
angle of slope was also investigated and results proved to 
be slightly less significant. The best fit equation was: 
Y = 3. 918 s in 2 Q + 0 . 5615 ...... 0 • • • •• ( 5 ) 
where: Y = surface movement in cm. 
9 = angle of slope in degrees. 
To enable comparison with other studies this was converted 
to feet/year, and this gave: 
Y = 0.1541 sin2g + 0.0221 (6) 
where: Y = surface movement in feet/year. 
The results of some other studies are presented in Table 19, 
while the relation between measured rates and angles of slope 
for these studies is shown in Figure 14. For Schumm's data 
f·rom West Colorado (1964), both Schumm's and Kirkby's best 
fit lines are shown. The Chilton Valley results appear to 
fit between the large movements recorded in sub~arctic and 
periglacial areas by Jahn (1960), Rapp (1960). Washburn 
(1962), and Caine (1963) and also in a semi=arid area by 
Schumm (1964), and the much slower rates recorded under 
temperate conditions and also in some semi-arid regions by 
Emmett (1965) and Leopold, Emmett & Myrick (1966). 
Discussion. While the sparseness of the data makes this 
part of the analysis somewhat unsatisfactory, some results 
have been obtained. 
That the form of the velocity profile of soil movement 
is similar to that proposed by Davison and Culling, rather 
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Table 19 
Results of Previous Measurements of Mass Movem~ut 
Author 
Young (1958) 
( 1963) 
Location Slopes 
(degrees) 
Pennines 26 
Derbyshire 25-30 
Everett (1962) Alaska 
Washburn (1962) Alaska 
Schumm (1964) 
Caine.(1963) 
Emmett (1965) 
Leopold, 
Emmett & 
Myrick (1966) 
Colorado 
Lake 
District 
Mexico 
Forsaken 
Gully 
(Wyoming) 
Santa Fe 
( NDMexico) 
NoMexico 
Slopewash 
Tributary 
Coyote C. 
Arroyo 
19 
30 
. 19 
15 
40 
25 
32 
23 
45 
Average 
Movement 
(ft/yr) 
0.001 
0.0028 
0.065 
002 
0.213 
0.225-0.275 
0.133-0.375 
0.017 
0.017 
0.036 
0.012 
0.017 
Processes 
Soil creep 
Soil creep 
Creep and 
solifluction 
Solifluction 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Creep 
Figure 14. The relation between slope movement at 
the surface and angle of slope for this 
and other studies. 
1. Schumm (1964) (Schumm's best-fit line) 
2. Schuum (1964) (Kirkby's best."fit line) 
3. Chilton Valley 
4. Jahn (1960) 
5. Washburn (1962) 
6. Caine (1963) 
7. Young (1960) 
8. Emmett (1965) New Mexico 
9. Emmett (1965) Wyoming 
10. Emmett (1965) Sante fe, New Mexico 
11. Rapp (1960) 
12. Leopold, Emmett & Myrick (1966) 
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than that of Kirkby, seems clear, However, this may be a 
reflection of the processes involved, since Kirkby allows 
that freezing and thawing of soil moisture may produce the 
velocity profile suggested by Davison. 
in the next section. 
This is clarified 
Some reasons for the differences in the amounts of 
soil creep measured in the Chilton Valley to that measured 
elsewhere may be suggested. Most investigations in higher 
latitudes have demonstrated much greater movements which 
are apparently caused by the more severe climates and lack 
of vegetation cover. The much greater rates recorded by 
-Schumm (1964) may also be due to the existence of a sparser 
vegetation cover. The reasons why the Chilton Valley app~ 
arently has greater rates of movement than some semi=arid 
areas is not completely clear. One possible cause is that 
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freezing of the soil moisture may not be important in the 
semi-arid areas. It is also possible that different methods 
of measuring movement have affected the comparability of the 
results. Both Emmett (1965) and Leopold, Emmett & Myrick 
(1966) used 10 inch pins which may not have reflected the 
correct amount of movement at the surface. Leopold, Emmett 
& Myrick give the tilts of the pins used as 1.40 /yr (Slope 
wash Tributary) and 1.7°/yr (Coyote C. Arroyo). These 
figures differ very little from the average of all bar 
tilts (in the Chilton Valley) of 1.50 for the ten month 
period. 
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CAUSES OF SOIL CREEP 
The basis for the investigation of the causes of soil 
creep was the use of correlation between climatic variables 
and short term measurements of mass movement. 
Results 
Since no movement was detected by the ~ inch PVC tubes 
'over the whole period, the inclinometer was of no value as 
an indicator of short term changes. Consequently this section 
of the investigation relied solely on the results of the T-
bar measurements, though some inferences regarejing the causes 
:of soil creep can be made from' the movement of the -% inch 
PVC tubes. Freeze-thaw measurements were obtained from 
ground thermistors and hence no results were available for 
Site 2. The records of frost heave are shown in Figure 15. 
Correlat'ion analysis of soil moisture content;~'and 
various preceding periods of rainfall and radiation showed 
that, in all cases the rainfall and radiation that occurred 
in the 84 hours preceding sampling had the most significant 
influence on moisture content. For the four sites over 50% 
explanation of the variation of the moisture content from 
o - 3 cm was achieved using rainfall and radiation in the 
preceding 84 hours with logarithmic transformations of the 
data. The following prediction equations resulted: 
logeMl = 0.0743 log Rl 0.0033 log Rn + 4.0271 • . . . ( 7 ) e e 
logeM2 =: 0.0653 log Rl e 0.0022 log eRn + 4~0708 · .•. (8) 
10geM2 =: 0.0844 log Rl 0.0026 log Rn + 3.3316 • ••. (9 ) e e 
Figure 150 Records of frost heave. The heavy 
line shows the frost heave recorded and the 
dotted line the temperature at 0.5 cm below 
the surface approximately 2 metres away_ 
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log M4 = 0.0481 log Rl - 0.0025 log Rn + 3.9933 ••.. (10) 
e e e 
where: M = % moisture content at surface of Site n. 
n 
Rl = rainfall in the preceding 84 hours in cm. 
Rn = radiation in the preceding 84 hours in cal/cm2 . 
Correlations between moisture content of samples from 7.5 -
10.5 cm and 15-18 cm and all periods of rainfall and radiation 
were much less satisfactory and no attempt was made to recon= 
struct a soil moisture record for these depths. 
Analysis 
The analysis of the short period movement consisted of 
correlating measured tilt for periods longer than a week 
with accumulated moisture content and the number ·of freeze~ 
thaw cycles. Accumulated moisture content was obtained by 
adding all the increases in moisture content (derived· by 
using Equations 7, 8, 9 and 10) for a given period. 
In this analysis the response to T-bars to expansion 
and contraction of soil was considered in the simplest terms. 
A direct cause and effect relationship was assumed. Kirkby 
(1965) has measured and described two components of soil 
creep; long term and short term. Short term creep is that 
movement associated with expansion and contraction of the 
soiL An increase in mois-ture content, for example, would 
probably cause a short term downhill (positive) component 
of creep. Long term movement, however, was seen as the 
residual of these short term forces. Hence several cycles 
of moisture change could cause a small downhill movement 
due to the action of gravity. The length of the period 
dividing these two types of movement was arbitrarily placed 
by Kirkby at two weeks. In this study the amount of short 
term data was too small to allow investigation of the short 
term changes, and the analysis was restricted to long period 
changes here considered to occur over periods longer than 
one week. This may have some effect on the analysis of 
causes since the short term component cannot be allowed for. 
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As there was considerable variability in the results, 
the average movement recorded at each site was used in most 
correlations. However, the T-bars were of different lengths, 
and though no systematic relation between the amount of move-
ment measured and the length of T-bar was revealed, the four 
smallest T-bars (2 of 20 cm and 2 of 25 cm length) were used 
in further analysis. 
The correlation coefficients derived in this analysis 
are shown in Table 20. These showed that for the whole 
period accumulated moisture content was nowhere positively 
correlated with tilt but that the number of freeze-thaw 
cycles was important at Sites 1 and 3. Because of this the 
period was split into two segments; one affected by freeze~ 
thaw and another in which freezing did not occur. Correlation 
coefficients oc tilt against the number of freeze-thaws were 
increased at the three sites when only winter was considered. 
The effect of accumulated moisture content when the summer 
period was considered was still not strong. Only at Site 
3 was there a reasonable correlation, which was just below 
the 0.1 significance level (mainly because of the small 
Tabl~ 20 
Causes of T-bar Move~~qt 
Site Accumulated Freeze-thaw 
moisture cycles 
TA TB TA TB 
Whole period (N 
"" 
21 ) 
1 -000743 -0.103 0.4685** 0.4053* 
2 -0.0937 -0.1852 
3 0.1067 =0.1072 0.7463*** o. 6798~: 
4 0.166 -0.2464 0.0456 0.1077 
Winter (N = 11) 
1 -0.1171 -0.167' 0.5192* 0.4548 
2 0.1625 0.0944 
3 -0.3165 =0.0651 0.7785*** o. 7 348*)~* 
4 0.4625 -0.1817 0.3574 0.4786 
Summer (N = 10) 
1 0.1836 o. 1423 
2 ... 0.0404 -0.184 
3 0.5219 0.2609 
4 0.0037 -0.4084 
---
Correlation coefficients of T-bar tilt against accumulated 
moisture content and number of freeze-thaw cycles. 
TA - all T-bars, TB - four shortest bars 
N - number of observations 
Significance levels: * p = 0.1; ** p = 0 05· . , *** p = 0.01. 
, 
sample size). 
Discussion 
Some reasons for the variations of these correlation 
coefficients may be suggested. It is evident that signif-
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icant correlations were found only where there was a definite 
downhill tilt measured. At Sites 2 and 4 the short term 
creep associated with expansion and contraction of the soil 
was probably as large as the long term residual component. 
For Sites 1 and 3 the short term creep associated with freeze= 
thaw probably did not affect the results since the soil had 
usually thawed when measurements were made at these siteso' 
The record of frost heave, however, shows that near Site 4 
the soil remained frozen for long periods in mid=iwinter 
when this site was in the shade all day for several days. 
The importance of freezing and thawing of the soil 
moisture in causing soil creep seems clear from this analysis. 
Soil moisture changes may have some effect as shown by the 
analysis of the summer period, but its importance relative 
to that of freezing and thawing, is minor. This may help 
to explain the lack of relation between those site features 
that may have affected volume changes of soil with moisture 
changes (such as effective size and silt~clay content) and 
the amounts of movement recorded. The action of freezing 
and thawing in causing soil creep is also suggested by the 
form of the velocity profiles which that movement took place 
only in the top 5 cm, where the effects of freeze-thaw are 
concentrated. 
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CONCLUSION 
Investigations of soil creep show that occurs at 
a rate of 3.6 cm3 /cm/yr or 1.6 cm/yr at the surface. Both 
vegetation cover and the angle of slope have some control 
on the amounts of creep occurring. These creep rates are 
much smaller than rates recorded in arctic and periglacial 
areas~ and may be slightly larger than rates in more temp-
erate areas, though different measurement techniques cast 
some doubt on the validity of the second comparison. The 
form of the velocity profile of soil creep corresponds more 
closely to the theories of Davison and Culling than to 
Kirkby-! stheory • However, this does not disprove Kirkbyis 
theory since he allows that freezing and thawing of soil 
moisture may have specia 1 effects? and the ana lys-is suggests 
that this lsthe most important cause of creep in this area. 
CHAPTER 5 SCREE INVESTI~ATIO~ 
The division of the consideration of the field measure-
ments into the two sections of soil creep and scree invest~ 
igations is made more for convenience than for absolute accuracy_ 
Such a distinction is based more on methods of measurement than 
on a difference in the processes measuredD The movements 
measured are not considered as true talus creep but as trans~ 
itional between this and soil creep (Sharpe, 1960, p.30,). In 
this study screes are distinguished from talus slopes as defined 
by Rapp (1960b, p.4), and given the more general connotation 
of unvegetated areas of slopes between 150 and 40° (but usually 
about 30°) and mantled by poorly sorted material ranging from 
block size to clay. The measurements discussed in this 
chapter are quite comparable to other scree investigations. 
If a scree slope is considered as a system the movements 
of scree material can be characterized as either input, trans 
fer, or output. This study is concerned only with the second 
of these; with measuring the rate of movement of material 
on the surface of the scree. 
THEORIES OF SCREE SLOPE MOVEMENT 
Most general theoretical considerations of scree 
development have dealt with the relationships between scree 
forms and the manner of bedrock retreat, the volume of the 
material in the scree, and only rarely with the processes 
which cause movement of scree material. 
Early investigati.ons by Moseley (1869) and Davi.son 
(1888) demonstrated that diurnal changes of temperature 
were capable of causing movement of various types of blocks 
resting on inclined surfaces, Sharpe (1938) included 
amongst causes of scree movement~ 
(1) alternate freeze and thaw of ice in the interstices 
of the rock waste, 
(2) diurnal temperature change, 
(3) prying and growing of roots and swaying of trees 
in the wind, 
(4) disintegration of rocks followed by removal by 
water and settling. 
Fisher (1952) suggested for a scree slope on Mount Bailey~ 
in the Cass Basin, that scree movements were greatest after 
heavy snowfalls .i;l,nCl wet weather, and that daily temperature 
change was '81so important. .More recent ly Scheidegger (1961) 
and Kirkby (1965) have derived the0retical creep rates due 
to temperature changes on "dry" screes, 
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
Fabric Analysis 
Only two samples were measured and these were chosen 
very subjectively. Sample A was from an accumulation of 
particles (mostly longer than 5 em) near the bottom of the 
scree, while Sample B was from what looked to be a more 
"mobile" portion with larger particles scattered at·ound on 
the finer subsoil. 
Results. The results of the fabric measurements are shown 
graphically in Figure 16 while the analysis is summarized 
in Tables 21 and 22. The summary of the two-dimensional 
analysis is presented (along with other orientation indices) 
to enable comparison with the three-dimensional analysis 
results, and with the results of other studies. In the two~ 
dimensional analysis all vector magnitudes were significant 
at the 0.05 level but the magnitudes for inclination were 
larger than those for orientation indicating a "girdle" form 
also shown on the fabric diagrams. (Pettijohn 1957, p.77). 
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Three-dimensional analysis is considered to give more 
valid results since the full 3600 of orientation is used in 
combination with inclination. Rotation of the reference plane 
by 900 about a line normal to the slope direction gave a 
better estimate of the vector mean for Sample A but not for 
Sample B. 
Discussion. This analysis indicates a strong tendency for 
particles on the scree slopes under consideration to have a 
preferred orientation in the slope direction and an inclin= 
ation slightly less than the angle of slope. This type of 
fabric pattern has also been observed by Rapp (1960a), 
Andrews (1961) and some other workers. Cailleux & Tricart 
(1966) have tabulated the results of some investigations of 
talus fabric (Table 23). However, comparison of these 
results with those of the Chilton Valley indicates stronger 
preferences for orientation with the slope direction in the 
Chilton Valley. Chandra (1967) showed a tendency for down-
Figure 16. Fabric diagrams of scree surface 
particles above Site 3~ 
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Table 21 
Two-Dimensional Fabric Analysis 
Sample 
Orientation 
Vector mean 
(degrees) 
Vector magnitude (R)* 
(%) 
r** 
Parallel Index (Pa)l 
Strict Parallel 
Index (Ps)2 
Slope direction 
(degrees) 
Inclination 
Vector mean 
(degrees) 
Vector magnitude (R)* 
(%) 
-if** 
Slope angle 
(degrees) 
A 
30 
26.43 
34.5 
68 
50 
110 
14 
87.5 
164.47 
25 
B 
86 
66.36 
72.72 
80 
65 
105 
258.5 
27 
--------------------------------------------------------------= 
* for N = 50, p = 0.05 at R = 24%. 
** for number of classes = 18, p = 0.05 at )l2 = 26.3. 
1 - % particles within 450 of slope direction. 
2 - % particles within 300 of slope direction. 
Sample 
A 
B 
A 
B 
Three-Dimensional Fabric Analysis 
Orientation 
(degrees) 
115 
85 
117 
1'19 
Dip 
(degrees) 
30 
26 
16 
30 
Vector 
ma~nitude (R)')\" 
( 'Yo) 
57.66 
91.2 
* for N = 50, p = 0.05 at R = 11.39 
Estimate of 
precision (K)** 
2.315 
9.736 
3.837 
6.742 
** k ~ 3 indicates approximation to a spherical normal 
d tributien. 
Table 23 
1 Other Measurements of_Fabric on Talus Slop~s 
Author Location 
Cailleux France 
Serenne 
Cailleux Poland 
Zakopane 
Cailleux France 
Oredon 
(H.P.) 
...,.......-
Belgium 
Poser Defile de 
1a 8alm 
Germany 
Tricart Austria 
Brand 
Tricart Austria 
Brand 
Tricart Austria 
Brand 
Hamelin France 
St.Sorlin 
Slope 
(degrees) 
30-37 
30-35 
30-35 
29-31 
30 .. 38 
24 
32 
32 
35 
Parallel 
index 
Pa (%) 
67 
71 
77 
60 
69 
30 
60 
30 
66 
1 after Cailleux & Tricart (1966) 
Strict parallel 
index 
Ps' (%) 
52 
49 
28 
44 
22 
slope orientation of particles on scree at Porters Pass, 
Canterbury. However vector magnitude was significant for 
only 7 out of 15 samples. Caine (1967) has cast some doubt 
on the validity of previous observations of this type of 
fabric pattern by suggesting that the evidence used was 
insufficient. While the evidence in this study is also not 
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very strong, because of the small sample size, the methods 
used are similar to, and as rigorous as, those recommended by 
Caine. The difference in fabric pattern and directional 
trends between the material of Tasmanian talus slopes and the 
Chilton Valley screes is striking. These differences could 
be attributed to mean size and sorting contrasts. Caine has 
also related the generally isotropic fabric pattern found on 
Tasmanian talus to the accumulation process important in talus 
·formation. The strong preferences in the orientation and 
inclination of the Chilton Valley scree material would, how= 
ever, indicate that movement of material is occurring on 
these slopes. 
Rates of Scree Movement 
Results. Table 24 summarizes the results of the scree 
measurements for the whole period, while the amounts of move-
ment are shown graphically in Figure 17. 
The problem of how to treat mass movement data 
of this nature has been discussed recently by Caine (1967). 
He has pointed out the lack of a standard method of presenting 
the results of a series of measurements of surface movement. 
Table 24 
Rates of Scree Movement - Whole Period 
SIte Arith- Median 
metie 
mean 
(em) (em) 
1 28.1 10.6 
3 41.0 22.0 
1.0757 
1.4135 
Geom- s (logI0) Range 
etrie s to 
mean -x+s (em) (em) 
11.91 0.5392 
25.91 0.4632 
3.44 to 
41.2 
10.24 to 
65.6 
Figure 17. Movement of marked stones at: 
the surface on Sites 1 and 3. The circles 
indicate the final position of 50 stones at 
each site. 
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Some writers, such as Gradwell (1957)~ have used the arith.·~ 
metic mean while others, recognising the skewed for.m of the 
distribution of movements, have used the median (Caine, 1963). 
The use of a logarithmic transformation is thought to normal 
the distribution sufficiently to allow standard sr:atistical 
methods to be used on it. Although)l2 tests on the transformed 
data show that it is not perfectly normalized, the close 
approximation to normality in the ± 2~ range is certainly 
sufficient to allow analysis of variance. (Figure 18 shows 
the effect of the logarithmic transformation). The average 
movement of the sample is given by the geometric mean (the 
anti-logarithm of the mean of the transformed data) while the 
standard deviation of the transformed data is used as a 
measure of the range. Other previously used measures are 
included to allow comparison with other studies (Table 24). 
These were converted to a yearly rate and are shown along with 
other measurements in Table 25. (The following section 
suggests that this conversion will actually underestimate the 
rate since two winter months were not included in the measure-
ment period.) 
~scussion. This analysis shows an average rate of 14.3 
cm/yr at Site 1 and 31.1 cm/yr at Site 3. These rates appear 
to be similar to those recorded in South Georgia by Smith 
(1960), but much greater than those Of Rudberg (1964). How-
ever, the rate of scree movement in the Lake District 
measured by Caine (1963), is much greater than the median 
movement for the Chilton Valley. The results obtained by 
Figure 18. Frequency distribution of scree 
movement.(A) and 10g10 scree movement (B) on 
normal probability paper. A straight line 
would indicate a perfectly normal distribution. 
The lines for the logarithmically transformed 
data more closely approximate a straight line 
than the original data. 
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Table 25 
Comparison with other Measurements of Scree Move~ 
Author Location Slopes Arithmetic Median Total 
( deg.rees) ,mean range-
cm/yr cm/yr cm/yr 
Gradwell Molesworth 11 16.5 
(1957) (N.Z.) 
2-5 2.5-705 
Rapp N.Sweden 37 25~>500 (1960) 
Smith S.Georgia 21 47.0 
(1960) 
Caine Lake 15 12~18 
(.1963) District 
25 45=50 
Rudberg Swedish 10 0.1 0.0=0.5 (1964) Lappland 
14 0.2 O.O~l.O 
15 0.1-1.6 0.0-3.0 
25 0.5-0.7 0.0=2.8 
Present Chilton 27 33.6 12.7 0.5-322.0 
study Valley 
27 49.5 26.4 3.0=334.0 
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Gradwell (1957), are not stri(,~tly comparable to rhose of the 
present study since his measurements were made on much 
gentler slopes. 
Causes of Scree Movement 
Itesults. Unfortunately a logarithmic transformation could 
not be applied to the short term measurements because of the 
large number of zero movements. The arithmetic mean did not 
reflect the true situation either since a large movement by 
one stone could greatly affect the mean. Consequently~ the 
median movement was used asa measure of the average move~ 
ment over short periods. Theinedian movement for each 
period is shown in Figure 19 which also shows the number of 
freeze-thaw cycles that occurred between measurements. 
Analysis. The correlation between the number of freeze~thaw 
cycles and the median movement is apparent from Figure 19. 
As well as this, an analysis of variance was performed using 
logarithmic transformation of the total movements that were 
and were not affected by freeze-thaw. The 23 weeks of 
summer measurements were first converted to the equivalent 
of 12 weeks since there were only 12 weeks of winter records. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 26. 
Two different types of movement could be distinguished 
from the short period measurements of scree movement: 
(1) creep 
(2) individual rolling or sliding. 
An arbitrary figure of 20 cm/2 week period was taken as the 
Figure 19. Short period movement of scree 
particles and numbers of freeze~thaw cycles. 
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Table 26 
Analysis pf Variance - Scree movem~nt._}.n Summer an.Qu \1j.~nte...t: 
Site do f. Between Within F Signif 
mean square mean square icance 
('Yo) 
~~~.~ 
1 1/98 13.6645 0.3229 420315 99.99 
2 1/98 22 08158 0.7079 3202303 99.99 
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boundary between these two types of movement. The frequency 
of occurrence of these movements is shown in Figure 20. The 
smaller movements occurred more often in the winter period 
though the stones on Site 3 apparently took longer to settle. 
Except for this settling period there was no period in which 
a large number of the longer movements occurred. This suggests 
that smaller movements were caused by freeze~thaw (which 
supports previous analysis) while no definite cause can be 
stated for the longer movements. These movements were more 
characteristic of Site 3, where larger particles rested on a 
fine and often well compacted subsoil. This surface was 
much more conducive to rolling of single particles than one 
consisting entirely of larger particles. A possible cause 
(but one which cannot be substantiated) is the action of 
animals, especially sheep. 
Discussiq,n. There seems little doubt that on the scree slopes 
investigated the main climatic factor causing movement was 
the freezing and thawing of the interstitial moistu!.'e. This 
is at variance with the causes suggested by Fisher (1952) for 
a scree on Mount Bailey in the Cass Basin. The causes suggest= 
ed here however, do agree well with those proposed by Caine 
(1963) for movement of surface material in the Lake District, 
although the sliding of stones on the thawed surface was not 
observed in the Chilton Valley. 
Conclusion 
Fabric analysis of two scree samples indicates a strong 
tendency for an upslope imbrication pattern, which suggests 
Figure 20. Frequency of occurrence of "shortU 
and ulong" movements of scree particles. 
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that movement is occurring on these slopes. The rate of 
scree movement measured over the whole period COmpares well 
with mea~urements made by Smith (1960), is less than that 
recorded by Caine (1963) and considerably more than the 
rates reported by Rudberg (1964). The most important cause 
of thi.s movement is the freezing and thawing of interstitial 
moisture. 
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CHAPTER 6 THE G~OMORPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF SLOW MASS 
MOVEMEl!! 
In this chapter an attempt is made to estimate the 
significance of slow mass movement processes in relation to 
some other processes. The eros iona 1 pr.ocesses occurring in 
the Chilton Valley are thought to be: 
(1) talus creep 
(2) soil creep 
(3) slope wash 
(4) debris flows 
(5) removal of salts in solution 
(6) stream erosion 
(7) wind erosion 
(8) rockfall 
Of these only the first four have been measured, the first 
two in this study, slope wash bySoons (1966) and debris 
flows by -Brundall (1966). Even with these four processes 
there is the possibility of duplication in measurement, 
especially with respect to slope wash and soil creep which 
can be distinguished by definition but not very easily in 
measurement. 
Here, the rates of movement associated with slope 
wash and debris flows are first discussed and this is 
... 
followed by an attempt to convert measurements of different 
·processesinto the same.,units by a method suggested by 
Jackli (1957) and used by Jackli and Rapp (1960a). The 
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problems of measurement and extrapolation from very small 
samples are present throughout this section. However, the 
analysis is still considered worthwhile, if only to provide 
hypotheses for further work. 
MEASUREMENTS OF OTHER PROCESSES 
Slope Wash 
Slope wash measurements have been made over a period 
of two years by Soons (1966). Seven run-off plots measuring 
9 ft x 4 ft 7\ inches were used. The volume of material 
removed from the plots can be expressed in the same terms 
as the soil creep results. Thus, a mean volumetric movement 
3 . 3 
of 2.43 cm /cm/yr, with a range of 0.12 to 12.34 cm /cm/yr, 
has been recorded. This is considerably greater than the 
rates measured by Young (1958) and Kirkby (1965), who used 
soil tins with the lip of the tin two inches below the soil 
surface and with no restraint on upslope run-off. Young 
derived a rate of 0.084 cm3/cm/yr and Kirkby one of 0.089 
cm
3/cm/yr. Both of these rates are less than the minimum 
recorded in the Chilton Valley, the contrast probably being 
due to different conditions in the Ao horizon and perhaps 
to different rainfall regimes. If anything the run-off 
trays used in the Chilton Valley (set at the surface) would 
minimize soil wash relative to the other studies . 
. Schumm (1956a and 1964), Emmett (1965) and Leopold, 
Emmett & Myrick (1966) have measured amounts of slope 
wash erosion by observing the lowering of the surface around 
graduated stakes. These rates can be compared to Soons v 
calculations of surface lowering (Table 27). Schumm's 
measurements in West Colorado showed no net stake exposure 
though the seasonal variations were of the same order of 
Soons' results. The measurements of Schumm (1956a), 
Emmett (1965) and Leopold, Emmett & Myrick (1966), are 
much greater than those for the Chilton Valley. 
Debris Flows 
Brundall (1966) measured the volumes of gullies and 
flows in the Chilton Valley and also attempted to date the 
occurrence of these flows f~om aerial photographs and old 
ground photographs. However he did not link these to 
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estimate thera t"es of erosion associated with these processes. 
Some of the incipient gullies were dated as pre-1870 
but all of the flows studied apparently occurred after 1930. 
The volume of material in the flows moved over a period of 
forty years is used here as an estimate of the rate of 
erosion. This may underestimate the actual rate since the 
The volume of the gullies is six times that of the flows. 
total volume of the two flows is given as 117,000 ft 3 or 
3 3,300 m . It is possible to express the volumetric rate 
for a point at the junction of the erosional and deposit-
ional segments of these features. This is given by the 
distance moved multiplied by the average depth and divided 
by the number of years, or: 
43,000 cm x 10 cm 40 yrs = 107400.0 cm3!cm!yr. 
Table 27 
Measurements of Surface Lowering Rates 
Author Location Rate Period of 
(cm/yr) measurement 
(yrs) 
Soons (1966) Chilton Valley 0.0005-0.045 2 
Emmett (1965) Aching Shoulder 
( N.Mexico) 
0.45 1 
Forsaken Gully 1.0-1.5 1 (Wyoming) .. 
Las t Day Gully 
(Wyoming) 
0.7 1 
Schumm (1956) Perth Amboy 2.5 2~ 
( N. Jersey) 
W.Colorado No net 4 
exposure 
Leopold, Slopewash 0.23 5 
Emmett & Tributary 
Myrick (1966) (N.Mexico) 
Coyote C. 0.72 3 
Arroyo 
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This very high value (compared to the values for creep and 
wash) is misleading since debris flows occurred on only 
1.8% of the area of the valley and the value the maximum 
one within each debris flow. 
COMPARISON OF PROCESSES 
Method and Results 
The method of comparing the effects of different 
processes was to convert the rate of movement measured to 
ton-metres (vertical) per year. This figure was computed by 
working out the volume of material involved (from the area 
affected and the average depth of movement), the weight of 
material (from the volume multiplied by the density), and 
this was then multiplied by the average movement and the 
sine of the average gradient. This computation is summarized 
in Table 28. Unfortunately, insufficient information was 
available for some processes. The results of the computations 
are presented in Table 29, and peculiarities in the derivation 
of the rate for each process are discussed below. 
Soil Cre~", The results of the volumetric analysis were used 
in the calculation of the rate for soil creep. The depth to 
which movement occurred was taken as 5 cm and the yearly 
3 
rate as 3.6 cm /cm. This gave an average movement of the 
5 cm layer of 0.7 cm. Bulk density measurements showed that 
the density of the material involved was about 0.7 tons/m3 . 
Talus Creep. Extrapolation from the limited data was not 
very satisfactory. The movement was considered to occur 
Table 28 
Calculation of Erosion Rate! 
Cos g* area 
x affected x 
(m2 ) 
average 
depth 
(m) 
x bulk average x SinO* densitY3 x movement 
(tons/m ) 
= volume affected x bulk density x vertical movement 
= mass x movement 
(tons) (m) 
3 (tons/m ) 
* Q is the average gradient in degrees. 
(m) 
Table 29 
Amounts of_Erosion by Different Processes 
Process Area Volume Density Mass Average Average Total 
affected (m3 ) (ton/m3 ) (tons) movement rradient erosion (%) (m) degrees) (ton.m/yr) 
Soil creep 70.7 3327~0 0.7 222900 0.007 25 6.60 
Talus creep 20.2 952.1 1.5 1428.0 0.2 30 142.82 
Slope wash 70.7 210.0 , 0.2 25 17.79 
Debris 1.8 3313.0 LO 3313.0 10.67 30 17684.2 
flows 
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mainly in the top 0.5 cm since the measurements referrea 
to larger particles scattered about on the scree slopes. 
3 The screes were not of solid rock (density 2.7 tons/m ) 80 
a density value of 1.5 tons/m3 was assumed, For the average 
movement a figure of 20 cm (derived from the scree invest 
igations) was used. 
Slope Wash. Soons (1966) gives sediment yield in terms of 
weight of material so that the volume of the material does 
not have to be computed. The average sediment yield from 
the run-off plots of 604.07 gm/yr represents a sediment 
contribution of 156.2 gm/m2/yr. No measurements of the 
average movement of material was made and so it has been 
assumed to be 20 cm/yr. 
Debris F19~s, Since the material in the flows consists of 
both soil and larger particles its bulk density was taken 
. 3 
as 1.·0 tons/m. The average movement was derived by divid 
ing the distance between the mid-paint of the gully and that 
of the flow by the number of years under consideration. This 
gave a rate of 10.67 m/yr. 
Sources ,Qf Error. Previous estimates of amounts of erosion 
have rarely included an estimate of the error involved. 
Usually a statement referring to the source of data (such 
as "rough estimate" or "exact measurement") is made, The 
error involved in making quantitative calculations of 
erosion rates stems from the following sources: 
(1) measurement 
(2) sampling 
(3) extrapolation 
The first of these can usually be estimated, the second 
stated on a probability basis provided the original sample 
was random, but it is very difficult to estimate the error 
involved in extrapolation. 
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The probable errors involved in the calculation of the 
soil creep rate are now considered. The estimated measure~ 
ment errors for the operations outlined in Table 27 are 
shown in Table 30. The maximum relative error for the result 
of these computations may be derived by summing the individ 
ual errors (neglecting for the moment the sampling error). 
The derivation of the maximum relative error is considered 
in more detail in Appendix V. The sampling error is stated 
on a probability basis (Appendix V). In this enquiry the 
error was 45.8% at the 0.05 level, which indicates that the 
maximum relative error in the estimate of soil creep is 
considerably greater than 100%. To this must be added errors 
of extrapolation. The actual error may lie between zero 
and the maximum relative error but the aim must be to 
minimize the latter. 
The error involved in the calculation of the talus 
creep rate has not been computed, but because of the 
extremely small sample it Ls likely to be larger than that 
of soil creep. Other errors have not been computed since 
the results were derived from other work. 
In terms of the present results this is not encour-
aging but it does suggest a method likely to reduce errors 
Table 30 
Errors of Measurement in Derivation of 
Erosion Ra~ 
Measurement Estimated Error (%) 
Area involved 10 
Average gradient 10 
Average depth 20 
Density 15 
Average movement 30 
Average gradient 10 
in further work. The simplest means of reducing the 
maximum relative error would be to increase sample size, 
Discussion 
The results in Table 29 indicate that debris flow 
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is by far the most important erosional process in the 
Chilton Valley. However, Wolman & Miller (1960) note that 
the evaluation of the relative importance of different geo= 
morphic processes in molding specific forms involves the 
frequency of occurrence as well as the magnitude of individ~ 
ual events. They suggest that the most important processes 
are those of moderate magnitude and frequency, rather than 
rare catastrophic events. In this study, however, the 
frequency of events if allowed for as an average rate of 
transport is used. The main problem is whether the period 
of measurement long enough to allow the average to 
correctly represent the frequency of different events. For 
processes associated with a high frequency of particular 
climatic events (such as soil creep, talus creep and soil 
wash) a short study is probably sufficient. However, for 
catastrophic processes caused by infrequent climatic events 
a much longer period of study is needed for the average 
rate to correctly represent the frequency of events. Despite 
this uncertainty, it still appears that debris flow is 
the most important slope-forming process of those measured. 
This does not mean that debris flow is the most important 
process in terms of landform genesis since this process is 
probably related to the present epicycle of anthropogenic 
erosion (McArthur, 1964). 
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Comparisons of the effects of slope wash and soil 
creep are jeopardized by the lack of evidence on the average 
movement of material involved in slope wash. However, the 
volume of slope wash has already been shown to be less than 
that of soil creep, but it is possible that the concentration 
of movement at the surface and the greater downslope move~ 
ment probably involved would allow a larger contribution in 
terms of ton-metres. 
These rates can be compared to those in other studies, 
Table 31 presents the data for such a comparison. The 
results from the three areas have been converted to ton~ 
metres!yr!km2 , because of the disparity in size of the areas 
concerned. In terms of unit area the Chilton Valley has 
smaller mass movement rates than Karkevagge but the Chilton 
Valley mudflows account for about four times as much erosion 
as those at Karkevagge. The Upper Rhine has a very much 
greater rate of erosion attributed to slow mass movement 
processes. 
The rates of erosion caused by processes measured in 
this study can also be compared to the total amount of 
deposition represented by the volume of the fan at the 
bottom of the valley. Computation of the volume of the fan 
gave a result of 13,000,000 m3 and assuming a density of 
1.5 tons!m3 the mass of the material in the fan was given 
as 19,750,000 tons (Appendix VI). The ton-metres needed to 
Table 31 
Comparison With Other Quantitative Estimates 
of Mass Movements. 
Process Rate Rate/unit ~rea 
(ton-m/yr) (ton-m/yr/km ) 
Chilton North Upper Chilton North Upper 
Valley Sweden Rhine Valley Sweden Rhine 
Mudflows 17684.0 76,000 18745#0 4,225.0 
Talus 142.8 2,700 15L5 150.0 
creep 
Soil creep 6.6 23x106 7.0 5,340 
Total slow 149.4 8,000 23.7xl06 158.5 445.0 5,510 
mass move-
ments 
------------------------~------------------~-=--------=---------~--------=-----------, 
form this fan (the vertical distance taken as the height 
difference between the mid-point of the valley and the fan) 
was given as 6,021,000,000 ton-metres. This represents a 
rate of 400,000 ton-metres!yr in the 15,000 years since 
deglaciation of this area (McArthur, 1964, p.16). As could 
be expected this rate is considerably larger than that of 
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the measured processes~ However, direct comparison between 
this rate and that of present processes cannot be made 
because of the incomplete data regarding these processes. 
The processes not considered, although shown to be important 
agents of denudation in other studies, would have had little 
'effect on the volume of the fan (with the exception of stream 
action) .. ' 
Measurement of the volume of the Chilton Valley by 
measuring the area of cross-sections and integrating over 
the length of the valley, shows that the volume of the valley 
is approximately thirteen times that of the fan. If the 
valley is assumed to be completely erosional (and this ass-
umption cannot be substantiated), then it has certainly not 
been formed since the end of the last glaciation. 
CONCLUSION 
A comparison of some erosional processes in the 
Chilton Valley shows that the rate of slow mass movement 
processes is much smaller than that of debris flows. The 
volumetric rates of soil creep and slope wash are similar 
but slope wash probably causes more erosion in terms of 
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ton-metres/yr. The rates of processes measured here are 
comparable with those measured in Northern Sweden but much 
smaller than those of the Upper Rhine, No comparison with 
the total amounts of erosion for these areas could be made 
because of insufficient data from the Chilton Valley. 
The mean rate of deposition since deglaciation of this 
area is approximately 20 times that of the processes so far 
measured. This suggests that other processes may be 
important or more probably that rates of erosion and depos-
ition have varied considerably since deglaciation. 
CH~PTEll...I_. CONCLUS ION 
SUMMARY OF CONCLU~IONS 
Although this study of slow mass movements in the 
Chilton Valley was limited by the problems of measurement 
some conclusions regarding these processes have been 
reached. 
Soil creep occurs at a rate of 3.6 cm3 /cm/yr or 1.6 
cm/yr at the surface, and this rate is comparable to rates 
measured in temperate areas but smaller than rates for 
arctic and some arid areas. 'The velocity profile of soil 
creep corresponds more closely to the theories of Davison 
and Culling, than that of Kirkby. This does not disprove 
KirkbyWstheory, since he suggests that freezing and 
thawing of soil moisture is a process which needs special 
consideration. The main cause of soil creep in this area 
is the freezing and thawing of soil moisture. The effect 
of soil moisture changes are only slight even when the 
summer period is considered alone. Both the angle of 
slope and the vegetation cover have an effect on the rate 
of soil creep but the relative importance of these is 
difficult to judge since one type of measurement indicated 
the importance of the percentage of bare area and another 
type suggested that the angle of slope was most significant. 
The lack of relation between movement and other soil 
characteristics is thought to be due to the fact that soil 
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moisture has little effect in causing creep. 
The rate of scree movement at two sites (given by 
the geometric mean) was 14.3 and 31.0 em/yr. These rates 
compare well with measurements made in South Georgia by 
Smith (1960), are less than a rate for some Lake District 
screes given by Caine (1963) and much greater than a rate 
from Swedish Lappland reported by Rudberg (1964). The 
most important cause of movement is the freezing and thaw-
ing of interstitial moisture. Two different types of 
movement were found; creep (probably caused by freezing 
and thawing) and rolling or sliding of individual particles 
(for which no cause could be established). The movement 
of particles is reflected in the fabric pattern of scree 
material, which shows a pole aligned on the slope direction 
and an upslope imbrication. The strength of this prefer= 
ence is as strong or stronger than that noted in previous 
studies of scree fabric. 
The rate of erosion caused by slow mass movements 
is much smaller than that of debris flows. Soil creep 
and slope wash occur at similar volumetric rates but slope 
wash is probably more important in terms of rates of 
erosion. The rates of processes are comparable to those 
measured in Northern Sweden but are much smaller than 
those of the Upper Rhine, The total rate of deposition 
since the deglaciation of this area is about 20 times that 
of the measured processes. This discrepancy can be attrib-
6j 
uted to either the lack of information on the present 
processes or to a variation of erosion rates since deglac-
iation, or both. The second of these is considered more 
important since the processes not measured would have had 
little effect on the volume of the fan for which the 
deposition rate was calculated. 
RECOMMENDATION~ FOR FURTHER WORK 
This study has demonstrated the value of different 
techniques in investigating mass movement processes. Some 
methods were shown to be of little value over a short time 
scale. The ~ inch PVC tubing was too rigid while Young 
Pits with pins for markers did not reflect the movement 
occurring. The inclinometer used also proved to be unsat= 
isfactory. Approaches that gave good results were the use 
of t inch PVC tubing (for rates of soil creep) and T=bars 
(for the causes of soil creep). However the use of 
different lengths of T-bars was not justified by the results 
in that no systematic variation of amounts of movement with 
length of T=bar was found. A larger number of sites with 
fewer T-bars (but of the same length) would probably have 
given more interesting results. 
Although the investigation of causes demonstrated the 
importance of freezing and thawing of the soil moisture, 
some movement did occur in summer and a slight tendency for 
correlation with soil moisture changes existed. This 
relation could be more successfully evaluated if a more 
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direct method of obtaining a continuous soil moisture record 
was used. The importance of the short-term "cyclic" com~ 
ponent of creep (Kirkby, 1965), is not known and should be 
evaluated. 
An analysis of the errors involved in calculation of 
erosion rates showed that the most important source of 
error was sampling. Hence, improvements in the estimate of 
erosion rates would probably result from more objective site 
selection and a greater number of sites, probably balanced 
by fewer instruments at each site. 
On a more general.scale, many processes were omitted 
from this study and this necessarily limits the value of 
estimates of the overall rate of erosion. Especially 
important is the rate of denudation caused by removal of 
salts in solution shown by other workers to be very import-
ant. Also, only passing consideration was given to the 
relation between the present forms and rates of processes. 
Although an understanding of the processes themselves is 
important, it is only part of the primary aim of geomorph= 
ology, the explanation of landforms. Much more data on 
both a spatial and a temporal scale is required before this 
can be even partly achieved in this area. 
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APPENDIX I ANALYSIS OF REGOLITH 
FOLK PARAMETERS 
After the combining the cumulative graphs from the 
dry sieving and hydrometer ana lysis the 5, 16, 26, 50, 75, 
84, and 95 percentiles were read off in ~ units. This 
data was then transferred to punched cards and the Folk 
Parameters computed on the University of Canterbury's IBM 
1620. The four parameters used are described below. 
Graphic Mean Size (M ) 
z 
This gives a measure of the overall size and is 
defined by: 
M (9)) == 
z 
Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation (61 ) 
This parameter is a measure of sorting and is given 
by: 
== v>84 s616 + v>95 v?5 
4 6.6 
Folk suggests the following verbal classification for 
6 1 (s6): 
" 0.35 very well sorted 
0.35-0.5 well sorted 
0.5 -0.7 moderately well sorted 
0.7 -1. 0 moderately sorted 
1.0 -2.0 poorly sorted 
2.0 -4.0 very poorly sorted 
> 4.0 extremely poorly sorted. 
78 
79 
Inclusive GrapQic Skewness (SkI) 
The degree and "sign" of assymetry is indicated by this 
parameter which is defined by: 
= ~16 + W84 2i2 
2(~84 - ~16) 
+ @5 + @95 - 2@50 
The following verbal classes are suggested: 
+1.0 to +0.3 strongly fine-skewed 
+0.3 to +0.1 fine-skewed 
+0.1 to -0.1 near symmetrica 1 
-0.1 to -0.3 coarse-skewed 
-0.3 to -1.0 strongly coarse-skewed. 
Graphic Kurtosis (KG) 
This parameter is a measure of the ratio of the sorting in 
the "tails" of the curve and the sorting in the central 
portion, and is given by the formula: 
¢95 ¢5 
2,44 (~75 - ¢25) 
The verbal limits for this measure are: 
<:. 0.67 
0.67-0.90 
0.90-1.11 
1.11-1.50 
1. 50-3.00 
> 3.00 
very platykurtic 
platykurtic 
mesokurtic 
leptokurtic 
very leptokurtic 
extremely leptokurtic 
ATTERBERG LIMITS 
Liquid Limit 
80 
The Casagrande liquid limit device was used in the 
determination of the liquid limit. A sample of about 200 gm 
and worked into a smooth paste after all small stones were 
removed. Part of the sample was placed in the cup of the 
liquid limit device and a groove cut with a special grooving 
tool. The handle of the device was rotated until the groove 
came together for \ inch at the bottom. The moisture 
content of the sample was then determined by weighing and 
oven-drying. This process was repeated for more portions 
of the original sample with increasing amounts of moisture. 
The moisture content of the portions of the sample were 
then plotted against the logarithm of the corresponding 
number of blows. After a line was fitted to this plot the 
moisture content corresponding to 25 blows was read off 
and this was taken as the liquid limit. 
Plastic Lim.ll 
A small pellet of soil was rolled on a dry smooth 
glass surface into a thread of ~ inch diameter. This was 
continued until the thread broke into crumbs ~ to .~ inch 
long. This was taken as the plastic limit. Several deter-
minations were made for each sample and averaged. 
Shrinkage Limit 
The volume and weight of a small pat of soil was 
recorded at frequent intervals during oven-drying. Moisture 
content was then plotted against vOlume/dry weight of the 
soil. The shrinkage limit was then determined from this 
graph as the moisture content at which no further decrease 
in volume occurred. 
81 
Methods of correlation and regression analysis are 
discussed by Ezekiel & Fox (1966). 
For simple two-variable relations the best fit line 
Y == a + bX 
is derived from the following equations: 
b == 
a == 
where: Y == dependent variable 
x == independent variable 
N = number of observations 
The b=value in this equation indicates the amount of change 
in Y for every difference of one unit in X. 
Pearson1s product~moment correlation coefficient (r) 
was used to express the degree of relation of the two 
variables This is given by the formula: 
r = _ N l&...--::--l23.Yl __ ..lo.(.~:~:~=XL-) __ 
/-r-~,-2~-( -~l1"---:-T-(:'- -2"[ 
"/ LN,;,X - Xl11. N':!'Y - .e ... Y l) 
This can have a range of values from + L 0 to - L 0 with + L 0 
indicating a perfect direct correlation and -lnO a perfect 
82 
inverse correlation, To test the significance of this value 
a t=test given by Gregory (1963, p.180) was used: 
t -
Multiple correlation and regression were also used 
and this analysis was done on the IBM 1620 using a regression 
programme written by Mo Mathiesono 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
or- rL.r ---~
This was used to test the significance of difference 
of site characteristics D The same model is used throughout 0 
The sites were taken in pairs with a null hypothesis of no 
difference between them. The sums of squares for between 
variation and within variation were derived and divided by 
their respective degrees of freedom* to give the between 
and within mean squares o Division of the between by the 
within mean squares gave the F=value and the significance 
of this was read from a table of the F distribution using 
the appropriate degrees of freedom (Krumbein, & Graybill, 
The null hypothesis of no difference was 
ac~epted or rejected according to signifioance reached. 
Degrees of freedom for the between sum of squares are 
pegrees of freedom for the within sum of squares are 
N=k, 
where: N = total number of cases 
k = number of classes. 
The method used in two-dimensional fabric analysis 
was that outlined by Curray (1956). For the orientation 
and inclination of particles in each sample the following 
measures were obtained: 
Vector mean(Q) = a measure of central tendency of the 
distribution, 
Vector 
magnitude (R)- a measure comparable to the standard 
These are defined in 
g = 12 arctan 
R 
deviation. 
the formulae~ 
Znsin2Q 
z.ncos29 
x 
where 9 = azimuth of each observation. 
(degrees) 
100 (%) 
The significance of R was tested (using a Rayleigh test) 
against a random distribution, and against a uniform 
distribution using a test. 
The method used in three-dimensional vector analysis 
is an extension of the method discussed above with the 
advantage that orientation and inclination of particles 
are considered together. The analysis was done using a 
computer programme developed by Andrews. & Shimizu (1966) ~ 
, 
This programme gave the vector magnitude (R) and the mean 
orientation and dip. The hypotheses that the distribution 
was random was tested using the equation" 
R =rNX? 
For N equal to 50 the value of R should be above 11.39 at 
0.05 level (Andrews & Shimizu, 1966, p.156). Other output 
from the programme includes Fisher~s estimate of precision 
(k), which indicates whether the distribution is ~pherical 
normal, and the spherical radius of confidence around the 
mean vector. 
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(0 uni.ts) 
Site 1 2 3 4 
~~_'~~"""""'","~O:O-->L"","~;>_'~~' ".c<;~' .h)' 
Saml,Ll"e 
0~10 em 
A ~1.13 ~1.66 2.63 0.23 
B =1.66 ~0.86 =2.73 1.20 
c =2.76 =0.96 =0.80 1.16 
10=20 em 
A =1.00 00.40 0.16 0 • .20 
B =4.36 00.60 ~,3.16 0.90 
C ~2.73 L30 =3.16 1.06 
20=30 em 
A 0.40 0.13 =2.40 0.90 
B 4.36 =0.33 =4.40 1. 06 
C 1.26 =4 4 23 0.43 
~~. ~"""' .. -~~~,.......~~ 
Site 
Saml:?~ 
0~10 em 
A 
B 
C 
10=20 ern 
A 
B 
C 
20=30 em 
A 
B 
C 
1 
=2.56 
~,2 • 78 
=1.88 
=1.69 
=1. 78 
2 
=2.73 
~3028 
=2.49 
=3.35 
=2.70 
=2.81 
=3.20 
=3.30 
=3.41 
3 
<~3. 99 
=2.40 
=3.63 
=3.78 
~~L 49 
=2 .. 75 
=3.28 
=1.46 
=1. 74 
4 
~2.94 
=2.77 
~2 .. 96 
=3.35 
=2,,62 
=2.75 
=3.18 
=3.13 
=2.84 
87 
88 
Site 1 2 3 4 
. __ .-
Sample 
0=10 em 
A =0.37 =0.40 -0.19 ~0.15 
B ~0.37 ~0.05 ~,O. 58 -0.42 
C =0.46 =0.32 -0.51 =0.04 
10-20 em 
A =0.57 -0.07 =0.01 -0.13 
B -0.50 -0.14 ~0.30 =0.40 
c -0.42 0.21 -0.73 -0.16 
20 ... 30 em 
A 
-0.07 -0.08 -0.78 -0.28 
B -0.55 -0.14 -0.68 ,~0.15 
C 0.12 -0.59 -0.15 
-=~~ ""'~". 
Site 
Sam121e 
0-10 em 
A 
B 
C 
10=20 em 
A 
B 
C 
20=30 em 
A 
B 
C 
1 2 
--~.---.-
1.18 0.81 
0.94 0.69 
1. 75 0.87 
0 087 0.86 
2.62 0.82 
1. 63 0.97 
0.74 0.86 
3043 0.72 
0086 
e __ =.~==~= 
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3 4 
0.91 1.25 
L 71 1.03 
0.73 1. 04 
0.67 1.37 
2.28 1. 20 
0052 1.09 
0.95 1.38 
1. 72 1.10 
1.38 1. 32 
... 
~~x V COMPUTATION OF ERRORS 
ACCUMULATION OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
The maximum relatiVe error involved in multiplying 
a number of individual measurements (for which the measure-
ment error can be estimated) can be obtained by summing 
the individual errors as shown by the following derivaeion: 
l'i x I is the relative error in variablex. 
For x :::: uv 
log x :::: log u + 
Differentiating gives: 
x u 
+ 6v 
v 
log v 
so that the maximum relative error in x is given by: 
I~xl = I ~ul + I~vl 
SAMPLING ERROR 
The standard error of the mean is given by the estim= 
ated standard deviation of the items in the universe 
divided by the square root of the number of cases in the 
sample: 
where: 
== 
s 
x 
SMx :::: standard error of the mean of x 
90 
Sx :::: estimated standard deviation of the universe 
8 
x 
n 
standard deviation of the sample 
number of observations 
For the volumetric soil creep results 0.6954 
At the 0.05 level the error with a sample of 14 is 2.2 8 * M 
This represents an error of 45.8%. 
* Ezekiel & Fox (1966, p.22, Table 2.3). 
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APPENDIX YI VOLUME OF THE ALLUVIAL FAN 
Cross-sections of the alluvial fan and the valley 
side (from Lake Sarah to the top of Sugarloaf) were super-
imposed and vertical line drawn from their point of inter= 
section to a base line level with the bottom of the fan. 
The volume of the fan was given by the 69 0 segment of the 
cone on the alluvial fan cross~section minus the same 
segment on the valley=side cross-section. The volume of 
a cone is given by the formula: 
V = 1/3 rrr2h 
where: V volume 
r = radius of cone 
h = height of cone 
Th~ alluvial fan section gave: 
V = 7r 2 69 x(883.9) x (121.9) x 360 
3 
= 
3 
m 19,119,950.1 
The valley section volume was given as: 
V = 7r 
-3- x (493.1)2 
3 5,949,186.7 m 
x (121.9) 69 x 360 
The volume of the alluvial fan was then given as: 
13 
This figure may underestimate the actual volume since the 
valley-side slope was assumed to be unaltered. 
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